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When teaching her class, Lauren can sometimes get frustrated by her students, because not 

many of them are yet displaying the behaviors she likes to see in the classroom. Too often, 

she feels she is more of a policewoman than a teacher, when she is asking students to put 

away their phone, telling them to pay attention, and is instructing them to take notes during 

her explanations, write down the homework, and check homework for completion. In short, 

she would like her students to be more autonomous, taking control of their own learning 

behaviors. She knows that her students struggle with these behaviors – and it is hard to 

blame them, because these behaviors are complex and difficult to attain – but she also knows 

that when her students enter the labor market, these behaviors are a necessity. But how can 

she best support her students to show these behaviors? Policing them continuously does not 

benefit the autonomy of her students, but letting her students figure things out on their own 

offers them too little support – after all, these students are still in a learning process. Current 

scientific literature does not provide adequate tools to support autonomous learning 

behavior, and therefore a new perspective is needed. In this dissertation, we describe our 

research of the effectiveness of nudging, a technique from behavioral economics, to support 

students’ autonomous learning behavior. 

 

Autonomous learning behavior 

 

Students need the ability to autonomously apply their knowledge and skills. To a 

considerable extent, attaining this ability starts in education. Educators aim to guide their 

students toward displaying autonomous learning behaviors by gradually transferring more 

and more autonomy to the student throughout their educational pathway from kindergarten 

to tertiary education (American Psychological Association, n.d.). 

 

Autonomous learning is also known as self-regulation (see Kormos & Csizer, 2014; Reeve et 

al., 2008; Weinstein et al., 2012). According to Zimmerman (2002), self-regulation is a self-

directed process on the (meta)cognitive level that helps learners to use their mental abilities 

for academic skills. This self-regulation process generates outcomes on the behavioral level: 

autonomous learning behaviors. According to Zimmermann’s (2002) model of self-

regulation, the self-regulation process consists of three phases: forethought, performance, 

and reflection, each generating different autonomous learning behaviors. In the first phase, 

the forethought phase, task analysis and self-motivation take place, and outcome 

expectations and self-efficacy beliefs are generated (Zimmerman, 2002). Subsequent 

behaviors generated by this process are the student analyzing the task, activating prior 

knowledge, setting goals, and planning accordingly (Pintrich, 2004). The second phase is the 

performance phase, in which the learning task is executed. The student focuses attention, 

chooses a learning strategy, and monitors themself to stay on track to achieve the set goals 

(Pintrich, 2004; Zimmerman, 2002). This leads to behaviors such as task completion and 

minimizing potential distractions. In the third phase, the self-reflection phase, students 
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evaluate their learning performance and generate a level of satisfaction (Zimmerman, 2002), 

leading students to diminish the effort for their learning activities if they are successful, or 

seek help if they are not (Pintrich, 2004). In short, self-regulation (also called autonomous 

learning) is a core process of mental abilities. This core process of self-regulation generates 

autonomous learning behaviors: specific instances of behaviors that are oriented towards 

attaining learning goals (Zimmerman, 2000).  

 

Autonomous learning behaviors are essentially specific instances of a student actively 

participating in their own learning (Zimmermann, 2002). Autonomous learning behaviors can 

be described as “understand[ing] the purpose of their learning program, explicitly accept[ing] 

responsibility for their learning, shar[ing] in the setting of learning goals, tak[ing] initiatives 

in planning and executing learning activities, and regularly review[ing] their learning and 

evaluate its effectiveness” (Little, 2002, p. 1). What these behaviors specifically look like can 

therefore differ depending on factors like age, learning needs, learning context, and learning 

strategies (Little, 1991; Zimmerman, 2002). This makes that autonomous learning behavior 

is highly context- and student-dependent. For example, it could take the form of taking notes, 

attending a lecture, asking a question, or planning homework. In any case, self-regulation 

influences the autonomous learning behaviors that students employ. 

 

It is clear, however, that students do not always demonstrate autonomous learning 

behaviors. Autonomous learning behaviors do not develop automatically and are difficult to 

attain (Jossberger et al., 2010). Student behavior is often not determined by rational decision 

making aimed at a student’s own long-term self-interest (like the self-regulation processes), 

but rather by common heuristics in decision making: a meta-review showed that intentions 

of behavior only account for 28% of the variance in behavior (Sheeran, 2002). This leaves a 

lot of room for common heuristics to influence behavior. For example, a plethora of different 

behavioral barriers may lead a student to choose to go to a party instead of learning for their 

upcoming exam, despite learning for the exam being the rational decision for the student’s 

own long-term self-interest. A student can experience a present bias (Koch et al., 2015; 

O'Donoghue & Rabin, 2015), due to which short-term rewards (i.e., the party) are irrationally 

valued over long-term rewards (i.e., a passing grade for the course). A student could 

experience peer pressure that steers their behavior towards attending, or the student made 

a previous commitment (Cialdini, 1993) to attend. The need for a stable, positive self-image 

(Cohen & Sherman, 2014) can lead to a false assessment of a student’s own capabilities, 

similarly functioning as a behavioral barrier. On the one hand, overestimation of their own 

capabilities in handling the exam can lead a student to thinking they no longer need to 

prepare (Moores & Chang, 2009), while on the other hand self-handicapping (Higgins et al., 

2013) is the student intentionally going to the party to be able to attribute possibly failing 

the exam to external causes instead of their own capabilities. All these barriers lead to a 

student not demonstrating autonomous learning behaviors, despite their best intentions and 
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possibilities to use the self-regulation skills they possess. Summarizing, the process of self-

regulation influencing subsequent behaviors is often hampered by behavioral barriers. 

 

Whereas students have difficulty demonstrating autonomous learning behaviors, teachers 

have trouble promoting these behaviors. Most often, teachers use external regulation, such 

as punishments or rewards, as a tool to stimulate autonomous learning behaviors (de Bruijn 

& Leeman, 2011). This external regulation, however, conflicts with the target behavior, as 

external regulation diminishes perceived autonomy and self-regulation (Ryan & Deci, 2000; 

Zimmerman, 2002), making this type of approach less suitable (Reeve & Cheon, 2021). 

Restricting perceived autonomy to promote autonomous learning behavior is contradictory 

and can yield the opposite of the intended result. To improve autonomous learning behavior, 

an alternative step would then be to instead give the students more autonomy. This, 

however, proves too much for the students: simply giving autonomy is not enough to 

promote their autonomous learning behaviors (Jossberger et al., 2010; Mikkonen et al., 

2017). Students indicate they lack the skills and support to demonstrate these behaviors in 

circumstances in which they are given a lot of autonomy (Jossberger et al., 2010). Ideally, 

teachers should gradually withdraw their (external) support to give students more 

autonomy, similar to the concept of scaffolding (Lock et al., 2017). Reeve and Cheon (2021) 

indeed showed positive results of autonomy-supportive teaching when improving 

autonomous learning behavior. This form of teaching focuses on gradually transferring 

responsibility to the student by supporting intrinsic motivation and the internalizing of skills 

in students (e.g., restructuring learning activities to satisfy individual students’ needs and 

interests). Despite being effective, these explicit support techniques are often not used in 

practice by teachers, as they require significant preparation and effort (Dignath & Veenman, 

2021), making them not very practical to use during teaching. As a result, teachers often do 

not engage in any form of promotion of autonomous learning behavior (Dignath & Veenman, 

2021), even though students indicate they do not feel capable of demonstrating autonomous 

learning behavior (de Bruijn & Leeman, 2011). Other solutions are therefore needed to close 

this gap. This dissertation investigates nudging as a potential tool to help teachers support 

autonomous learning behaviors in their students. 

 

Nudging 

 

Nudging is a behavioral change technique originating from the field of behavioral economics 

that is used to influence behavior by changing the environment. Nudges are often 

characterized as a gentle push in the right direction. Thaler and Sunstein (2008) define a 

nudge as  

 

“any aspect of the choice architecture that alters people’s behavior in a predictable 

way without forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic 
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incentives. To count as a mere nudge, the intervention must be easy and cheap to 

avoid. Nudges are not mandates. Putting the fruit at eye level counts as a nudge. 

Banning junk food does not” (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008, p. 6).  

 

In their seminal work, Nudge, Thaler and Sunstein (2008) describe widely known examples 

of successful nudges, such as automatically opting into a pension plan, and the inclusion of 

the image of a fly in a urinal to reduce spillage. Other successful examples of nudges are the 

inclusion of a descriptive social norm in tax letters that helped increase taxpayers’ response 

by 5 percentage points (Cabinet Office Behavioural Insights Team, 2012). Defaulting 

registration as an organ donor, making people automatically a donor unless they opt out, 

instead of waiting for them to opt in, has been shown to be a successful nudge in that it 

increased the number of registered donors (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008).  

 

Thaler and Sunstein (2008) explain how nudging works by using dual-process theory, 

according to which two cognitive systems are responsible for processing information. 

Although dual processing theory has a long history with multiple conceptions (for an 

overview, see Chaiken & Trope, 1999; Evans, 2008), this dissertation focuses on the same 

conceptualization as utilized by Thaler and Sunstein (2008), which is the distinction between 

System 1 and System 2, originally introduced by Stanovich (1999) and popularized by 

Kahneman (2011). System 1 and System 2 describe two different ways of processing 

information. System 1, also called “the automatic system”, represents thinking that is 

uncontrolled, effortless, fast, associative, and unconscious. To make decisions, System 1 

relies on rules of thumb, biases, heuristics (i.e., mental shortcuts), and cognitive boundaries, 

allowing it to be very efficient, but not necessarily precise. Characteristic behavior facilitated 

by System 1 is instinctive or habitual behavior, like eating what is in front of you, being 

startled when hearing noise, or slowing down when approaching a dark tunnel. System 2, 

also called “the reflective system” is its counterpart, and represents deliberate thinking: its 

thinking is controlled, effortful, slow, deductive, and self-aware. Characteristic behavior 

facilitated by System 2 is parallel parking, comparing two washing machines for best value, 

or filling out the answers for a final exam.  

 

As System 1 requires less cognitive energy than System 2, it is often used to make decisions 

and largely determines our behavior. This means that many of our decisions are not made 

carefully and deliberately, but are driven by the biased thinking of System 1. This can lead to 

behavior that is not consistent with System 2’s long-term goals. For example, a person can 

have the long-term goal to lose weight (System 2), but still habitually eat unhealthy snacks 

(System 1). The proposed lack of rationality of System 1 leads it to be influenced by cues that 

are irrelevant for System 2. For example, consumers buy wines consistent with the country 

of origin of background music in the store (North et al., 1999), and are more likely to choose 

a food item when it is placed in the center than when placed at the sides of a display (Keller 
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et al., 2015). The core of nudging is accepting this susceptibility of System 1 for irrational 

cues and using System 1 in a positive manner, instead of trying to fight or circumvent it. To 

this end, Thaler and Sunstein (2008) advocate small changes in the environment (nudges) 

that make use of the proposed lack of rationality of System 1 to alter people’s behavior in a 

predictable manner. These nudges then make use of System 1 to guide people towards 

improved decisions; that is, decisions that are likely in line with their System 2. 

 

Nudging promoting autonomous learning behavior in education 

 

Nudges have been widely applied in policymaking (Bhargava & Loewenstein, 2015; Sunstein 

et al., 2018) across various domains, like health (e.g., Dorresteijn et al., 2013), safety (e.g., 

Sandberg et al., 2009), financial well-being (e.g., Thaler & Benartzi, 2004), and climate (e.g., 

Goldstein et al., 2008). Despite its wide adoption in various fields showing high effectiveness 

in changing human behavior in different contexts (Halpern, 2015; Thaler & Sunstein, 2008), 

the popularization of nudging is only just starting to make its way to the field of education. A 

review on nudging by Szaszi et al. (2018) found that only 4% of the scientific studies about 

nudging so far focused on nudges in the field of education. Additionally, a meta-analysis on 

the application of nudges by Hummel and Maedche (2019) showed that none of 96 analyzed 

nudging studies were conducted in the context of education. Nudging in education is 

therefore a relatively unexplored field. However, nudging has potential as a teacher’s tool to 

promote autonomous learning behavior that can be implemented in their educational 

practice. For this, we identify several reasons: 

 

First, as previously described, students encounter behavioral barriers – in the form of System 

1 – that prevent them from performing behavior that is in line with their System 2. A nudge 

intervention accounts for this discrepancy between the systems, and can target the relevant 

behavioral barriers or identify the appropriate biases causing the behavior, as nudges are 

especially designed to circumvent these kinds of barriers (Hansen, 2016). A nudge could 

therefore influence System 1 to potentially help students to make decisions more in line with 

their System 2. This is a benefit over conventional educational interventions to improve 

autonomous learning behavior, which often target student motivation (e.g., external 

regulation or intrinsic motivation; Ryan & Deci, 2000) (Dignath & Veenman, 2021; Reeve & 

Cheon, 2021). Such interventions target System 2 directly and do not account for the 

aforementioned barriers. Figure 1 shows how the process of self-regulation leading to 

autonomous learning behavior can be hindered by behavioral barriers, and how nudging can 

circumvent these. 
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Figure 1. Self-regulation determines autonomous learning behaviors, but this process is often 

hampered by behavioral barriers caused by common heuristics. Nudging interventions, 

based on these same common heuristics, can circumvent these barriers by directly affecting 

autonomous learning behaviors 

 

Second, the currently available techniques for teachers to promote autonomous learning 

behavior, such as redesigning educational programs to autonomy-supportive teaching, are 

often not used because they require significant preparation and effort from the teacher 

(Dignath & Veenman, 2021). As nudges are well-known for being quick and easy to 

implement (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008), a successful nudge could more likely be implemented 

by teachers who aim to improve autonomous learning behavior in their students, but simply 

do not have the time for implementing elaborate interventions. 

 

Third, nudging is similar to a familiar educational concept: scaffolding (Lock et al., 2017). The 

idea of scaffolding is that successful learning takes place by the teacher gradually removing 

support for a student when exercising their skills or knowledge, until a student is able to 

perform the skill without the teacher’s support. When supporting students to achieve 

autonomous learning behavior, we have described how on the one hand, external regulation 

(strong support) is ineffective (Reeve & Cheon, 2021; Ryan & Deci, 2000; Zimmerman, 2002) 

for promoting autonomous learning behaviors. On the other hand, removing the scaffolding 

entirely proves a step too far for the students (Jossberger et al., 2010; Mikkonen et al., 2017) 

– students indicate they still need support for this behavior (de Bruijn & Leeman, 2011). A 

nudge could function as a scaffold between the former two options: less explicit support than 

with external regulation, but still providing a form of non-coercive support – a functional 

stepping-stone towards ultimately demonstrating the behavior independently. The support 

is provided by the nudge, which triggers System 1 into helping achieve the goals System 2 

has set. This support can help System 2 execute the behavior. For example, a student 

struggling with punctuality can make a commitment to the teacher to be in class on time. 

This promise supports System 2 into demonstrating the intended behavior (attending) by 

activating a mechanism valued by System 1 (having made a promise). This makes that 

nudging gives the students more autonomy than conventional interventions like external 

regulation. As nudges are often criticized for jeopardizing autonomy (see e.g., Bovens, 2009; 
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Mongin & Cozic, 2018), this makes choosing nudging as a tool to promote autonomous 

learning behavior seem at least unconventional. However, a nudge that replaces external 

regulation means in practice more autonomy for the student, not less. While absolute 

autonomy in learning is theoretically desirable, this freedom will always be constrained in 

some way due to the nature of education and the goals set (Little, 1996), and that students 

ultimately require guidance, as they are often unable to demonstrate autonomous learning 

behaviors without support (de Bruijn & Leeman, 2011; Ruggeri, 2019).  

 

For the aforementioned reasons, we look towards nudging as a possible new, easy, 

autonomy-enhancing, and practical tool for teachers to increase autonomous learning 

behavior in students. Instead of focusing on self-regulation as “higher” concept and hoping 

students overcome their behavioral barriers to express this in autonomous learning 

behaviors, we focus directly on improving autonomous learning behaviors – bypassing the 

self-regulation and the behavioral barriers encountered when trying to convert this to 

behaviors. This leads us to the central question of this dissertation: 

 

Can nudging as a teaching strategy improve autonomous learning behaviors in students? 

 

While autonomous learning behavior and its promotion is important across all levels of 

education, in this dissertation we focus on tertiary education, as this is the educational “end 

station” of formal education for most students, before they join the labor market. After 

completing tertiary education, a student should therefore have acquired the autonomous 

learning behaviors that are necessary for the work field. Employers increasingly demand 

autonomous learning behavior as they deal with increasingly complex societal problems 

(Dochy et al., 2016; Social Economic Council [SER], 2017), making it essential for students in 

tertiary education to attain these behaviors. Therefore, in tertiary education, an increased 

focus is put on students to become autonomous learners (e.g., Brockmann et al., 2008; 

Vancouver et al., 2017).  

 

Although the entirety of tertiary education is considered in this dissertation, we especially 

focus on vocational education and training (VET). Of the students in tertiary education, VET-

students are on average the youngest and as such have had the least time in their educational 

career to develop autonomous learning behaviors. After graduation, more than half of these 

students move out of education and into the labor market (Statistics Netherlands, 2019), but 

this group is more vulnerable to unemployment than students in higher education (Statistics 

Netherlands, 2014), especially in a labor market that demands autonomous learning 

behaviors (Baay, 2015). These factors make VET-students an important group to focus on 

within tertiary education when designing interventions to improve autonomous learning 

behaviors. 
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Context and overview of this dissertation 

 

This dissertation is a result of the NWO-NRO (the Netherlands Initiative for Education 

Research) funded project “Nudging in education: helping teachers to seduce students for 

learning tasks!”. In this project, a consortium of researchers and practitioners aimed to study 

improving autonomous learning behavior through nudging in a way that contributes both to 

science and educational practice. The main objective of this project is to test principles from 

nudge theory in an educational setting to improve students’ autonomous learning behavior, 

thus equipping teachers with tools for their educational practice. 

  

To successfully design and implement nudges to improve autonomous learning behavior in 

tertiary education, we first explored the context in which these nudges will be applied. With 

this gathered information, we identified the behaviors that are best suited for nudging. We 

then designed nudge interventions in concordance with teachers and based on earlier found 

principles to make the interventions best suited for practical implementation, and tested 

these in the actual learning environment of the students. Additionally, we implemented 

nudging across all levels of tertiary education, to investigate the generalizability of the 

effectiveness of nudging to promote autonomous learning behavior. All studies in this 

dissertation were conducted in the real educational settings of the educational institutes that 

are partners in the project. 

 

In Chapter 2, we discuss how nudging as a technique from behavioral economics can be 

implemented in an educational context. We explain how the educational field differs from 

the public policy field in which nudges have typically been implemented. Then, we describe 

different types of nudges, how they change behavior, and how they can look like in an 

educational context. We identify the characteristics that make these nudge types suitable 

for different educational contexts. Finally, we offer a decision matrix that scientists and 

practitioners who seek to implement nudges in education can use to choose an appropriate 

nudge type matching the behavior they want to encourage. 

 

In Chapter 3, we lay the groundwork for in-depth investigation of nudging autonomous 

learning behavior. For this study, we focus on vocational education and training (VET). In a 

qualitative study, we held semi-structured interviews with teachers, teacher-trainers, and 

students, and did classroom observations to see what nudges teachers already use in 

practice. The aim of this study was to identify what teachers and students consider 

autonomous learning behavior, and for which of these behaviors more support is needed. 

Additionally, teachers were interviewed and observed to reveal an overview of nudge types 

currently used in VET-practice. 
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In Chapter 4, we build on the groundwork set in Chapter 2 and 3, and designed nudges that 

were tested in actual educational practice. We identified three behaviors corresponding with 

the three phases of self-regulation: planning (forethought phase), preparation for class 

(performance phase) and asking questions (reflection phase). Using a novel design method 

focusing strongly on stakeholder involvement and co-creation, we designed and tested three 

nudges, one for each behavior. We designed a video booth nudge, using commitment 

strategies and an implementation intention, to improve students’ planning behavior. To 

improve asking questions, we designed a goal-setting nudge: teachers asked students to set 

the goal of asking one question per class. Lastly, we designed a checklist nudge – providing 

students with an accessible overview of their course work - to improve class preparation. We 

measured the outcome behavior and learning outcomes for the nudged students and 

compared these with students in a control condition without the nudge.  

 

In Chapter 5, we build on the results of the study described in Chapter 4, and further explored 

nudging as a tool to promote asking questions. In an online setting, we repeated the goal-

setting nudge intervention of Chapter 4, and also tested a new prompt nudge, targeting the 

same behavior. This nudge consisted of the teachers using a virtual background during the 

online lessons with a text prompting questions from the students. We measured the number 

of questions asked by the students in class as well as their grades. Additionally, we measured 

the effect of these nudges on self-reported student engagement, measuring both behavioral 

engagement and agentic engagement, as well as self-reported extraversion. We tested these 

two nudges in a large sample of all layers of tertiary education (VET, higher vocational 

education, and university), comparing the outcomes for the nudged students with students 

in a control condition without the nudge. 

 

In Chapter 6, we further explored nudging possibilities by implementing a new nudge on a 

larger scale and focused on a different sample within tertiary education: university students. 

We tested a course-wide commitment nudge on a large sample of university students in 

order to increase attendance in online sessions. In this online study, we sent students an 

email, asking them to commit to attend the sessions for their course, and tracked their 

attendance in the course. We investigated both the effect of the nudge as a policy – meaning 

its effect on all students compared to students in the control condition– and the effect of the 

nudge as an intervention – meaning its effect on the students who responded positively to 

the ask for commitment compared to those who did not respond, and those who did not 

receive the nudge. In doing so, we investigate not only the effectiveness of commitment to 

increase attendance in university students, but also the applicability of this nudge as a 

potential policy tool in education. 
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In Chapter 7, we summarize the previous chapters 2-6, and then discuss the main findings of 

this dissertation. This discussion entails relevant theoretical and practical implications, the 

strengths and limitations of this dissertation, and suggestions for further research. 
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Abstract 

Nudging is one of the strategies from behavioral economics that aims to influence behavior 

by changing the environment. We propose that it could also be a valuable means to influence 

behavior in educational contexts. However, implementation of nudging in education is yet 

sparse. We describe the relevant issues to consider when applying nudging in education, 

arguing that a focus on the long-term effects and underlying processes of a nudge is 

necessary for successful implementation. Then, we aim to facilitate this implementation of 

nudging in education by making a distinction between nudges that is relevant for overcoming 

these issues. Based on the framework proposed by Hansen and Jespersen (2013), we 

distinguish between Type 1 and Type 2 nudges, and transparent and non-transparent 

nudges, resulting in four nudge categories. For each of these nudge categories we determine 

its suitability for different educational goals. The resulting decision matrix can help 

researchers and practitioners when designing nudges for an educational context.  
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In education, desired behavior is often difficult to achieve (Ruggeri, 2019). Nudging theory 

(Thaler & Sunstein, 2008) is a framework frequently used in behavioral science and 

behavioral economics, which asserts that subtle and indirect changes in the environment are 

effective means to change people’s behavior and decision making. In this article, we focus 

on successful implementation of nudging in education. To do so, we first investigate what 

nudge types utilize what cognitive processes and connect these underlying processes to 

different educational contexts. This results in a decision matrix that helps to determine what 

nudge type is best suited for a given educational context, or vice versa. 

 

Nudging 

A nudge is defined as “any aspect of the choice architecture that alters people’s behavior in 

a predictable way without forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic 

incentives. To count as a mere nudge, the intervention must be easy and cheap to avoid.” 

(Thaler & Sunstein, 2008, p. 6). The book Nudge contains widely known examples, such as 

the inclusion of the image of a fly in the urinal to reduce spillage, and the automatic opt-in 

instead of opt-out of a pension plan. Successful examples of these techniques include the 

addition of a descriptive social norm in tax letters (“9 out of 10 people in Britain pay their tax 

on time”) to increase tax payers response by 5 percentage points (Cabinet Office Behavioural 

Insights Team, 2012), using people’s tendency to follow the crowd to promote compliance. 

Similarly, defaulting registration as an organ donor, so people are automatically a donor 

unless they opt out, leads to an increase in donors registered (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008). 

 

Nudges have been first introduced in the policy field to help people make improved 

decisions, and have thereafter widely been applied across various other domains associated 

with human behavior. Fields as diverse as health (e.g., improving stair usage by presenting 

health information in hospitals; Dorresteijn et al., 2013), safety (e.g., reducing speeded 

driving signs by providing real-time feedback; Sandberg et al., 2009), financial well-being 

(e.g., default enrolment in a pension plan; Thaler & Benartzi, 2004), and climate (e.g., 

increasing towel re-usage in hotels; Goldstein et al., 2008) have benefitted from the 

effectiveness of nudging in changing human behavior (Halpern, 2015; Thaler & Sunstein, 

2008). The cost-effectiveness of nudge approaches has even led to the establishment of 

specialized nudge teams in both national and local government in several countries 

(Bhargava & Loewenstein, 2015; Sunstein et al., 2018).  

 

Mechanisms of nudging 

Nudging is linked to dual process theory (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008), according to which there 

are two cognitive systems for processing information. Dual process theory has a long history 

in cognitive psychology. Since its introduction by Wason and Evans (1974), many dual process 

theories have been developed, for example in social psychology (e.g., Caplin & Martin, 2016; 

Epstein, 1998; Fiske & Neuberg, 1990) and cognitive psychology (e.g., De Neys, 2006; Geary, 
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2008; Stanovich, 1999; Stanovich & West, 2000; for an overview of dual process theories, 

see Chaiken & Trope, 1999; Evans, 2008). In the past decades the validity of a division 

between two processing systems has been debated and different labels have been 

introduced to refer to these dual systems (Melnikoff & Bargh, 2018). In this article, we use 

the same conceptualization and labeling of dual process theory that was adopted by Thaler 

and Sunstein (2008) to explain nudging, namely System 1 and System 2, terms that were 

introduced by Stanovich (1999) and popularized by Kahneman (2011).  

 

The terms “System 1” and “System 2” are used to describe two ways of processing 

information. System 1, also called “automatic”, consists of uncontrolled, effortless, fast, 

associative, unconscious thinking. To facilitate this quick form of thinking, System 1 uses 

cognitive boundaries, biases and rules of thumb to make decisions. Examples of 

characteristic behavior facilitated by System 1 are instinctual or habitual responses, like 

slowing down when approaching a dark tunnel, eating what is in front of you, or being 

startled when hearing a loud noise. System 2, also called “reflective”, is controlled, effortful, 

slow, deductive and self-aware, and represents a more deliberate way of thinking. Examples 

of characteristic behavior facilitated by System 2 is parking your car in a narrow space, 

comparing two TVs for best value, or filling out a tax form. As System 1 requires little effort 

compared to System 2, it often determines our behavior, instead of the careful deliberation 

by System 2. This can lead to behavior inconsistent with a person’s long-term goals. For 

example, a person has the long-term goal to lose weight, but still engages in unhealthy 

behavior like snacking. The proposed lack of rationality of System 1 causes seemingly 

unimportant environmental cues to have a serious impact on behavior, while for the System 

2, these cues should be irrelevant. For example, consumers buy wines consistent with the 

country of origin of background music in the store (North et al., 1999), and are more likely to 

choose a food item when it is placed in the center than when placed at the extremes of a 

display (Keller et al., 2015).  

 

The central assumption of the theory underlying nudging is that, instead of trying to 

circumvent or fight the proposed lack of rationality of System 1, it should be accepted and 

used in a positive manner. Thaler and Sunstein (2008) advocate small changes (nudges) in 

the environment that make use of these shortcomings to alter people’s behavior in a 

predictable manner, without limiting options or significantly changing economic incentives. 

These nudges make use of the proposed lack of rationality of System 1 to guide people 

towards improved decisions. 

 

Nudging in education: promises and challenges 

 

The popularization of nudging has not yet reached the field of education. A review on 

nudging by Szaszi et al. (2018) found that 42% of the identified studies were focused on 
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promoting health, while only 4% were focused on nudges in the field of education. 

Additionally, a meta-analysis on the application of nudges by Hummel and Maedche (2019) 

showed that none of 96 analyzed nudging studies were conducted in the context of 

education. The present paper aims to close this gap. Specifically, we describe the promises 

and challenges that arise when applying nudging in an educational context, and what types 

of nudges are best suited for different educational settings in order to provide guidance 

towards the successful implementation of nudging in education. 

 

Promises 

Firstly, substantial similarity exists between education and the areas that nudging has already 

successfully been used in. Nudging aims to change behavior that is in line with a person’s 

self-proclaimed goals (their System 2) but that they themselves fail to achieve due to 

automatic behavior (their System 1). Examples in an educational context would be realizing 

a deadline, paying attention in class, enrolling for college, or even arriving on time. Students 

would likely agree that they want to exhibit these behaviors, but experience problems to 

achieve these because of assumed interference from System 1; they lack willpower, 

postpone, or overestimate their own capabilities.  

 

Secondly, the first steps have already been made to bring nudging to the educational field. 

These first steps have been documented in a thorough review by Damgaard and Nielsen 

(2018), who show that this is a promising direction for nudging. Nudges in education have 

proven successful in improving educationally relevant outcomes and behavior. The following 

examples demonstrate the diversity of the techniques and behavioral goals achieved using a 

nudging approach (for a complete overview, see Damgaard & Nielsen, 2018). York et al. 

(2019) successfully increased the frequency of literary activities at home by sending the 

parents text reminders three times per week to engage in a literary activity. Clark et al. (2020) 

asked students to set task-specific goals for a course, which led the students to take more 

practice exams. A study by Lin-Siegler et al. (2016) managed to improve grades by providing 

the students with information about the struggles of well-known scientists. Student dropout 

was reduced substantially by a weekly one-sentence message about the student’s 

performance from teacher to parents (Kraft & Rogers, 2015). Successful applications for 

federal student aid were increased by 3.3 percentage points using repeated informational 

reminders about the application process (Page et al., 2020).   

 

Challenges 

While there is ample opportunity for, and already promising results of, bringing nudging to 

education, we also see challenges. Nudges that have been successful in different fields are 

not necessarily one-on-one transferrable to education. This is because the educational 

environment has its own characteristics. For example, educational goals are often long-term 

oriented, and attempts to change educational behavior are mostly aimed at long-term 
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behavioral change (e.g., Dunlosky et al., 2013). However, at present creating a long-term 

impact is one of the main challenges in nudging (Marchiori et al., 2017) and many nudging 

interventions fail to have long-lasting effects (Raymaekers et al., 2018). In other words, it is 

largely unclear what the effects of nudging are in the long-term. This is not surprising given 

that nudging research in general so far has mostly focused on immediate or short-term 

behavioral change (Marchiori et al., 2017; Raymaekers et al., 2018). Applied to education, it 

could be asked whether a nudge can facilitate long-term behavioral change in an educational 

setting? A related question is how long the effect remains when the nudge is removed. 

Perhaps a nudge can successfully function as an in-between explicit instruction and complete 

internalization of the desirable behavior, similar to scaffolding, a technique where 

instructional support is gradually decreased until students can independently perform a task 

(Wood et al., 1976). The answers of these questions are yet unknown and require more 

research. Answering these questions is beyond of the scope of this paper, but we aim to 

provide a framework that can help investigate these challenges.   

 

Additionally, there is a responsibility to ensure that nudges applied within the educational 

context fit there. A nudge in education should not interfere with core educational principles 

like knowledge transfer or emancipation of citizens, nor should they have negative spillover 

effects in other important areas. Nudges should not interfere with or contradict these 

principles, and should have an ultimately positive effect on students. This responsibility is 

enhanced because nudges in most other fields target adults, but a large part of the nudges 

in education target children. For nudging in education to be successful, negative direct or 

indirect effects on students or the educational process should be out of the question. 

 

We identify a key aspect of overcoming these challenges to successful implementation of 

nudging in education: investigating the cognitive processes and subsequent behavior that a 

nudge affects. With this information, nudges can be introduced into the educational field in 

a more thoughtful way. We discuss the importance of the underlying processes of a nudge, 

and using this information, adapt an existing framework to identify which types of nudges 

are suitable for which educational context. 

 

The importance of underlying processes 

 

Nudges cannot directly influence an intended end goal, but use cognitive processes to create 

a change in behavior. This changed behavior can then help reach the intended end goal. In 

most fields, the primary indicator of success is reaching the end goal for which the nudge 

was created, not how the preceding underlying processes have changed. While an end goal 

can be a type of facilitated behavior (e.g., walking to the trash bin), often it goes a step 

beyond that, treating the nudged behavior as a stepping stone towards the end goal (e.g., a 

clean street). What this new behavior then consists of often receives less attention, as long 
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as the end goal is sufficiently reached. This idea seems still rooted in the same traditional 

notions of rationality in policy making that Thaler and Sunstein (2008) argue against, where 

an intervention’s expected utility is the criterion on which its success is measured. Still, this 

view is persistent. Indeed, Szaszi et al. (2018) report that across domains, only 42% of the 

reviewed papers focus on underlying processes of a nudge. For education specifically, 

Ruggeri (2019) claims that there is an overreliance on outcome measures when evaluating 

behavioral interventions. 

 

Take the example of bright footsteps leading to a trash bin, a nudge that has been 

demonstrated in practice to decrease litter (e.g., Keep Britain Tidy, 2015; Zero Waste 

Scotland, 2015). In this case, the cognitive process through which this nudge worked is 

unclear and can take various forms. It can, for example, be sought in the footsteps grabbing 

attention, making the trash bin salient for the observer, but also in a subconscious descriptive 

norm, encouraging trash bin use by suggesting most others use this trash bin (Hansen, in 

Webster, 2012). Additionally, what the nudged relevant behavior consists of, is also 

unknown. There is more than one possible explanation for reduced littering in a certain 

street: people can use the trash bins more, but could also be littering elsewhere. As long as 

the results are in line with the end goal, these unknowns are often not investigated.  

 

Especially in education, the cognitive processes and subsequent behavior in between a 

nudge and an end goal also deserves attention (Binder & Lades, 2015) and could even be 

nudging goals themselves (Sunstein, 2016). Currently, the end goal focused nudging 

approach is continued when bringing nudging into education. More than half of the nudges 

in education described by Damgaard and Nielsen (2018) do not focus on improving behavior 

but on improving end goals that are not behaviors themselves, such as grades and course 

credits. Such an approach runs the risk of achieving these end goal through undesirable 

cognitive processes or unwanted behaviors. To establish a durable effect of nudges in 

education, we should not only focus on educational end goals, but also acknowledge that the 

cognitive processes and behaviors they display to achieve those end goals are well suited and 

educationally sound and responsible. We will demonstrate this using two examples. 

 

The importance of underlying processes in education 

For our first example, consider a student, named Mark, who is underperforming in high 

school. To improve Mark’s grades, the teacher may try to nudge him by showing his grades 

relative to those of his peers (as done by Azmat & Iriberri, 2010). This simple informational 

nudge has proven successful in increasing grades by small margins (see Azmat & Iriberri, 

2010; Goulas & Megalokonomou, 2015). In the traditional, end goal focused view of nudging, 

the story ends here. This is a successful, cost-effective nudge to boost grades, and should be 

implemented. However, from an educational perspective, it is important to look further to 

ensure that the cognitive process and nudged behavior of the student are positively or at 
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least not negatively affected. It is possible that the nudge activated the student because he 

wanted to belong with his peer group; the cognitive process affected by the nudge would 

then be to activate a felt need to belong. This need to belong leads to the student 

collaborating more with his peers (affected behavior), improving his learning process. This 

improved learning process would result in a deeper understanding of the material and 

improved motivation, ultimately resulting in a higher grade (end goal). On the flip side, it is 

also possible that presenting this social norm caused stress because the student became 

afraid of failing the course (cognitive process affected by the nudge), and that the student 

tried to resolve this stress by using inefficient last-minute cramming or even cheating 

(affected behavior). Both paths lead to the student getting a better grade, but they are based 

on vastly different cognitive processes and behaviors, and greatly differ in their desirability 

for educators. Furthermore, the first path has possible positive long-term effects in the form 

of social bonds with peers or increased motivation for the course, while the second path has 

negative long-term consequences. Cramming as a learning strategy is less effective for 

knowledge retention, harming the long-term learning process, and a student successfully 

cheating on a test can lead to him forgoing learning altogether for the next one. 

As demonstrated, it is important to not simply assume a nudge to work properly in education, 

but thus far, neither of these possible paths to behavior have been studied. Follow-up 

research on the aforementioned informational nudge has been focused on traits that 

moderate the effectiveness of the nudge, such as gender (Cabrera & Cid, 2017), prior beliefs 

of relative performance (Azmat et al., 2019), ability, and sensitivity for feedback (Goulas & 

Megalokonomou, 2015). No cognitive processes or changed behaviors caused by the 

intervention have been measured in studies using this intervention, so no conclusion can be 

drawn about whether the cognitive processes and behaviors created are desirable. When 

nudging in education, these cognitive processes and behaviors deserve attention, so nudges 

should not be implemented in education without scrutiny.  

For our second example, consider a different nudge on the same student. In order to 

promote his grades, Mark is given the ability to determine his own deadlines for a course, as 

done in a study by Ariely and Wertenbroch (2002). However, at the end of the course, his 

grades were not higher, but lower than that of students who did not self-impose their 

deadlines. As this nudge failed to increase grades, in the end goal focused view of nudging it 

can be safely dismissed as ineffective. But again, this is not the whole story. It is well possible 

that, although Mark’s grade went down, the nudge improved the learning process for the 

student by influencing cognitive processes or changing learning behavior. A possibility is that 

the student, due to experiencing more autonomy (cognitive process) decided to try and 

improve his planning (affected behavior). Although this behavior did not immediately lead to 

an increased grade, Mark still may have learned valuable lessons about his own planning skills 

from which he can benefit in the long term. This is a plausible explanation, as Ariely and 
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Wertenbroch (2002) observed that students who set their own deadlines do so sub-

optimally, which can lead to lower grades but also a valuable learning experience. Indeed, a 

study by Levy and Ramim (2013) using a similar intervention found no effects on grades but 

observed less procrastination in students who self-imposed their own deadlines. This 

suggests that beneficial processes can be triggered by the nudge that are not immediately 

visible. More extensive research is needed to further substantiate this. 

We have argued that a key aspect of nudging in education, namely the necessary focus on 

investigating cognitive processes and subsequent behavior is required to successfully 

implement nudging in education. This focus allows educators to ensure that the right 

processes and behaviors are stimulated by a nudge, and more thoroughly investigate the 

positive or negative effects of a nudge, even if the directly observable end goal outcome has 

not changed. 

Towards successful implementation:  

Different categories of nudges, different categories of processes 

Now that we have discussed the challenges to consider in applying nudges to education, we 

discuss different categories of nudges and their suitability for different educational contexts. 

In doing so, we rely on the framework provided by Hansen and Jespersen (2013). Although 

this framework is developed for responsible use of nudging in public policy, the distinctions 

between the category of a nudge and transparency of a nudge it makes are relevant for 

educational contexts as well. The two distinctions, namely between “Type 1” and “Type 2” 

nudges, and between transparent and non-transparent nudges result in four categories of 

nudges, as can be seen in Figure 1. As both distinctions impact the suitability of a nudge, we 

can discuss the utility of the four resulting categories when implementing nudging in 

education. We will first describe these two distinctions and then elaborate on the four 

categories of nudges in relation to educational contexts.  
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Figure 1. Matrix depicting the four categories of nudges (Hansen & Jespersen, 2013) 

 

Type 1 and Type 2 nudges 

The first distinction made by Hansen and Jespersen (2013) is between “Type 1” and “Type 2” 

nudges, based on Thaler and Sunstein’s (2008) distinction between System 1 and System 2. 

Type 1 nudges aim to influence behavior that is facilitated by automatic behavior, and do this 

without involving reflective thinking. A well-known example of a Type 1 nudge is reducing 

plate size to reduce calorie intake (Wansink & van Ittersum, 2013). This nudge works in 

reducing food intake in cafeterias because consumers mindlessly conform to the reference 

of the plate size and put less food on their plate. A different example is automatic enrollment 

in exams, preventing students from simply forgetting to enroll. To the contrary, Type 2 

nudges also engage the automatic system, but do this in order to trigger reflective thinking 

that subsequently shapes behavior. The fly-in-the-urinal nudge described earlier is an 

example of a Type 2 nudge. The fly is presumed to attract attention using the automatic 

system, and this attention triggers a reflective response of paying attention or even aiming 

to reduce spillage. A similar principle is used when hanging a poster in a classroom, reminding 

students to turn off their phones. In short, both types of nudges make use of automatic 

processes, but Type 1 nudges attempt to make use of behaviors that are not conscious and 

deliberate, while Type 2 nudges attempt to change deliberate actions and choices.  
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Underlying processes of Type 1 and Type 2 nudges 

Type 1 and Type 2 nudges use different cognitive processes, and consequently, they differ as 

well in how suitable they are in achieving behavioral change in different situations. We argue 

that Type 1 nudges are better suited than Type 2 nudges in learning situations involving high 

cognitive load, but that Type 2 nudges are better suited than Type 1 nudges when achieving 

persistent behavioral change is important. 

 

Type 1: for situations with high cognitive load 

Type 1 nudges are more suitable than their Type 2 counterparts in situations where cognitive 

load is high. To explain this preference for Type 1 nudges in these situations, we rely on 

cognitive load theory, a theoretical framework concerned with the optimal design of 

instructions which makes use of the limitations of the human cognitive system (Sweller et al., 

2019). When processing information, humans are heavily constrained by the capacity of their 

working memory. Cognitive demands on the capacity of the working memory is called 

cognitive load. Because optimal performance cannot occur when the total cognitive load 

exceeds the limit of the working memory (Paas et al., 2003), it is important to investigate 

ways to minimize unnecessary cognitive demands in the learning process.  

 

Type 1 nudges are less cognitively demanding according to cognitive load theory because 

people do not engage in reflective processes when processing them. This makes Type 1 

nudges more suitable for situations characterized by an already high cognitive load. An 

example is highlighting an essential word of an exam question in red. The automatic attention 

towards the word does not substantially add to the already present cognitive load, but can 

nudge students to read carefully and provide a suitable answer. 

 

In situations where cognitive load is not high, Type 1 nudges lose their advantage over Type 

2 nudges, which have their own benefits, discussed below. A special case can be made for 

nudges that allow students to alleviate or regulate their own cognitive load, for which this 

distinction is less important. An example of a nudge stimulating the regulation of cognitive 

load would be a text box accompanying a video lecture, reminding a student to pause and 

rewind passages they do not quite grasp. 

 

Type 2: for persistent behavioral change 

Type 2 nudges are generally more successful in achieving long-term, persistent behavioral 

change. Both Type 1 and Type 2 nudges can create persistent behavioral change, using 

psychological mechanisms as memory of past utility (Ariely & Norton, 2008) self-perception 

(Bem, 1972), and repetition (Bandura, 1997, in Hertwig & Grüne-Yanoff, 2017). However, 

due to their reflective nature, Type 2 nudges benefit from additional processes that boost 

persistence, and use these paths more robustly (paths to persistence are described in detail 

by Frey & Rogers, 2014), while still benefitting from the same processes that can make Type 
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1 nudges effective in this regard. This makes Type 2 nudges preferable over Type 1 nudges 

in attempts to facilitate persistent behavioral change. For example, teachers could ask their 

students to promise to be on time. This commitment nudge could initially support 

punctuality, but then, via the paths to persistence, become a new habit of the student, even 

if the initial promise has been forgotten. 

 

However, not all situations call for persistent behavioral change. Some problems call for 

“one-and-done”, situation-specific nudges, which are not concerned with persistence 

(Halpern, 2015; Sanders et al., 2018). Examples include enrolling for college courses or 

focusing attention on a certain paragraph in an article. In these situations, Type 1 nudges are 

just as applicable.  

 

The two areas in which the two categories have a benefit over the other are not mutually 

exclusive. In a situation where both persistence is desirable and high cognitive load is 

present, for example when designing a nudge to prevent cheating during tests, the choice 

for Type 1 or Type 2 should be made by weighing the importance of achieving persistence 

against that of avoiding increased cognitive load.  

 

Transparency 

Along with the Type 1/Type 2 distinction, Hansen and Jespersen (2013) distinguish between 

whether a nudge is transparent or non-transparent. Hansen and Jespersen (2013) define a 

transparent nudge as “a nudge provided in such a way that the intention behind it, as well as 

the means by which behavioral change is pursued, could reasonably be expected to be 

transparent to the agent being nudged as a result of the intervention” (p. 17). According to 

the definition of Hansen and Jespersen (2013), examples of transparent nudges are the fly in 

the urinal (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008), or signaling unhealthy content in products by using 

traffic light labeling, where healthy products get a green label, unhealthy products a red label 

and products that are neither an orange label (Emrich et al., 2017), as well as asking students 

to set a grade goal (Clark et al., 2020). The nudge and its intended behavioral change are 

immediately apparent, even to laymen, making them transparent. On the other hand, non-

transparent nudges include framing a question in a way that changes the response (Tversky 

& Kahneman, 1981), exposing people to images of faces to make them more cooperative 

(Bateson et al., 2006), signing a car insurance form before filling it in, prompting honesty 

when providing details (Halpern, 2015), or changing the classroom seating arrangement to 

reduce bullying (Van den Berg et al., 2012). In these cases, the fact that people are being 

nudged is unknown to the persons being nudged, and if the behavioral change attempt is 

recognized at all, the purpose of these nudges are not easily discerned by the layman. 
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Effectiveness of transparency 

The extent to which non-transparent nudges are more effective than transparent nudges 

(and vice versa) is up for debate. Several sources claim that non-transparency boosts a 

nudge’s effectiveness: Bovens (2009) claims that nudges “work best in the dark” (p. 13), and 

Grüne-Yanoff (2012) states that “[nudges] will be more effective if they are not transparent 

to the individuals subjected to them” (p. 637). However, Hansen and Jespersen (2013) call 

this conflict between transparency and nudges “overstate[d]” (p. 19), as according to them, 

this decreased effectiveness is only the case for Type 2 nudges that seek to promote 

behavioral changes that the nudged person does not agree with. This makes transparency 

an “ethical filter, making individuals immune when nudges are not aligned with the targeted 

individual’s interest” (Hansen et al., 2016, p. 247). Some studies indeed indicate that 

transparency does not harm effectiveness. In a study by Bruns et al. (2018), participants were 

nudged using a default to donate their reward money to charity. For some participants, this 

default was accompanied with explicit information about its possible effect, explicit 

information about its goal, or both. All nudges did equally well, and led to more money being 

raised for charity than in the control group. Similar results for default nudges were found in 

several experiments by Steffel et al. (2016). The evidence on the effectiveness of 

transparency, however, is far from conclusive (Marchiori et al., 2017). Furthermore, to our 

knowledge, no research has been done on the effect of nudge transparency in education. It 

is possible that transparency about behavioral goals motivates students to reach them 

(similar to goal setting; see Clark et al., 2020; Duckworth et al., 2013). Alternatively, 

persuasion attempts can cause resistance in students, leading to less of the desired behavior 

(Knowles & Linn, 2004). More research is needed to investigate to what extent different 

levels of transparency influence the effectiveness of a nudge.  

 

Applying the framework to education 

 

As the given examples already demonstrated, the distinction between Type 1 and Type 2, 

and between transparent and non-transparent are not mutually exclusive. These two 

distinctions allow nudges to be divided into four categories: transparent Type 1 nudges, non-

transparent Type 1 nudges, transparent Type 2 nudges and non-transparent Type 2 nudges. 

We now discuss for which educational situations these categories of nudges are best suited 

based on their characteristics. We provide examples from the educational field of how these 

different categories may look like when implemented and make suggestions based on 

successful nudges from different fields.  

 

Applying these four nudge categories in education leads to an adapted version of Hansen 

and Jespersen’s (2013) nudge matrix. We filled this adapted matrix (see Figure 2) with the 

educational nudges described below. As is evident, this version is not as full as the original. 
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We expect that, with interest in nudging in education on the rise, this matrix can soon be 

filled with more experimentally tested nudges. 

 

 
Figure 2. Nudge matrix with examples of each of the four nudge categories within an 

educational context. Sources for each nudge can be found in Appendix A 

 

Non-transparent Type 1 nudge 

A non-transparent Type 1 nudge is intended to support behavioral change without engaging 

the reflective system and of which the intent is unlikely to be recognized. An example of the 

non-transparent Type 1 nudge in education is the implementation of classical piano music in 

an elementary school lunchroom which reduced noise volume of the children by 12% and 

reduced the number of behavioral corrections by staff by 65% (Chalmers et al., 1999). 

Alternatively, Van den Berg et al. (2012) rearranged a classroom seating arrangement to 

place not-well-liked children closer to the children who disliked them, which resulted in less 

reported victimization in the class. A hypothetical example based on Barasz et al. (2017) is to 

utilize Gestalt psychology by presenting homework exercises in arbitrary sets to promote set 

completion. 
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Non-transparent Type 1 nudges can be effective solutions in situations where high cognitive 

load is a problem, or for short-term context-specific behavior. A Type 1 nudge generally has 

difficulty creating sustainable behavioral change, instead relying on the situational cue to 

make the behavior happen. Its non-transparent nature makes it important to investigate the 

cognitive processes that this nudge affects. 

 

Transparent Type 1 nudge 

A transparent Type 1 nudge causes behavioral change without engaging the reflective system 

but informs the targeted individuals of its purpose, or at least works in such a manner that 

its purpose is clear. An example of a transparent Type 1 nudge in education is making 

enrollment for exams as opt-out instead of opt-in. The purpose of this default is reasonably 

evident for all students, making it transparent. This nudge does nothing to trigger reflective 

thinking, but works by engaging automatic thinking, as it relies on a student’s inertia to 

provide them with the best outcome.  

 

A transparent Type 1 nudge would be most suitable for cases in which cognitive workload 

should not be increased, for example during exam weeks (as for the previously discussed 

default), a teacher’s explanation or a test. An example would be the use of a salient color in 

an online course to suggest what to click next (Nielsen, 2014), or the hypothetical example 

of highlighting the important parts of a learning text in red, as the color red instinctually 

draws attention (based on Hansen & Jespersen, 2013).  

 

Only a few examples of this category could be found in the current literature on nudging in 

education. This while it is best suited for changing behavior associated with contexts with 

high cognitive load. As these contexts, like tests, instruction or complex assignments, are 

integral to education, we believe students could greatly benefit from more research towards 

the application of this category of nudge in educational contexts.  

 

Non-transparent Type 2 nudge 

On the other side of the matrix is the non-transparent Type 2 nudge. Nudges in this category 

use the reflective system, but do so in a way that its goal is not necessarily evident. An 

example of this nudge type is the belonging intervention for freshman students by Walton 

and Cohen (2011), that framed social adversity in school as shared and short lived. This 

encouraged students to attribute social adversity not to themselves but to the college-

adjustment process, both improving their self-reported wellbeing and their GPA in the long-

term. Similar GPA increases have been achieved by an intervention aiming to create a growth 

mindset in students using self-persuasion (Paunesku et al., 2015). In a framing example, 

Benhassine et al. (2015) subjected parents to a frame where the financial support they 

received from the government for their school-aged child was labeled as intended to 

facilitate education. Their children were more likely to be enrolled in school and less likely to 
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drop out – even more than for the parents whose financial support was contingent on their 

child’s enrollment. A negative example of this nudge is the “stereotype threat”, where girls 

performed worse in math tests when primed with their gender beforehand (Josephs et al., 

2003). A hypothetical classroom example (suggested by Platform Integration and Society, 

2019) could be a priming nudge asking students to think of their relationship with a close 

family member to trigger feelings of safety before discussing controversial or sensitive topics 

with class, in order to reduce potential disruptions and increase constructive participation.  

 

This nudge category is well suited for education, because of its potential to achieve 

sustainable behavioral goals. As the nudge is not apparent to its target audience, it is 

important that the processes and behaviors through which this is achieved are sound. In 

contexts of high expected cognitive load, this category of nudge should be avoided. 

  

Transparent Type 2 nudge 

The transparent Type 2 nudge achieves behavioral change by engaging the reflective system, 

while the goal of this nudge is clear. An example of a transparent Type 2 nudge in education 

is asking students to set specific goals for themselves (as in Duckworth et al., 2013; Clark et 

al., 2020). Students were, in the context of a course evaluation, asked to set task-specific 

goals. On average, these students completed more practice exams and achieved higher 

grades. A different example is simplifying and removing paperwork when applying for 

colleges, leading to more low-income students applying for college (Hoxby & Turner, 2013). 

 

This category of nudge is well suited for most educational contexts, as this nudge has both 

the benefits of being transparent and of eliciting reflective thinking (Type 2). 

 

Ethical considerations 

Before we move to the concluding remarks, we address the ethical aspects of these different 

nudge categories. Several studies that discuss the ethics of nudging make the distinction 

between Type 1 and Type 2 nudges. In a survey among Americans held by Jung and Mellers 

(2016), Type 2 nudges were preferred over Type 1 nudges, as they were perceived as more 

effective and less threatening to individual autonomy. Similarly, Sunstein et al. (2018) found 

that across countries, implementing a default (a Type 1 nudge) was less supported than 

informational nudges (a Type 2 nudge). Mongin and Cozic (2018) add the concern that 

defaults are dangerous in the long term, because it makes the act of not choosing a 

“dominant strategy”. Binder and Lades (2015) expand on this idea, stating that Type 1 nudges 

“possibly reduce the individuals’ ability to make critically reflected decisions” (p. 18), a 

sentiment echoed by Hausman and Welch (2010), who state that “no matter how well 

intentioned […], one should be concerned about the risk that exploiting decision-making 

foibles will ultimately diminish people’s autonomous decision-making capacities” (p. 135). 

However, it is important to note that both Type 1 and 2 nudges are supported by the majority 
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of people across countries (Sunstein et al., 2018) and the permissibility of the nudge 

categories is largely tied to effectiveness: when asked to assume Type 1 nudges were more 

effective, many shifted their preference from Type 2 to Type 1 (Sunstein, 2016). 

 

A similar debate takes place concerning nudge transparency. Non-transparent nudges are 

often criticized for being manipulative and exploitative, decreasing the relative power of the 

nudged individual (Grüne-Yanoff, 2012) and inviting abuse (Hansen et al., 2016). These are 

valid concerns, but it is important to note that in the context of education even nudges 

classified by Hansen and Jespersen (2013) as transparent may prove to be not fully 

transparent given their target audience. In education, nudge targets are usually children, 

adolescents or young adults, who generally are not yet fully capable to recognize attempts 

to influence behavior. Advertisements are overt attempts to influence behavior and would 

classify as transparent by the criteria set by Hansen and Jespersen (2013), but children often 

fail to recognize their purpose (Rozendaal et al., 2010). A failure to recognize persuasive 

intent makes every nudge non-transparent. This reinforces the need to check all transparent 

nudges whether they are indeed perceived as transparent, and check every nudge, not just 

the non-transparent ones, for their ethical acceptability. 

 

Deciding what nudge category is appropriate 

With the different categories of nudging being better suited for different situations, we can 

imagine that it is difficult to decide what category to use in what situation. To provide 

guidance for nudge designers looking to bring nudging into education, Figure 3 contains a 

decision matrix which can be consulted when deciding what kind of nudge to implement in 

the situation at hand, whether the previously designed nudge fits the setting, or to explain 

the success or failure of an earlier implemented nudge in the educational field. Choosing for 

a transparent or non-transparent nudge is largely context-dependent, but we encourage 

nudge designers to prefer transparent nudges over non-transparent nudges. 

 

 
Figure 3. Decision matrix  
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Conclusion 

 

In this article, we have argued that when implementing nudges into the educational field, it 

is important to focus on the cognitive processes and subsequent behaviors facilitated by a 

nudge, not just on its end goal. To facilitate the implementation of nudging in education, we 

have attempted to identify what nudges are best suitable to achieve different educational 

goals. We have identified four nudge categories: transparent Type 1 nudges, non-

transparent Type 1 nudges, transparent Type 2 nudges and non-transparent Type 2 nudges. 

These different categories serve different educational purposes. In general Type 2 nudges 

are more effective for achieving long-term sustainable behavior. In situations where 

increasing cognitive load is undesirable, Type 1 nudges are better suited. In a situation where 

both achieving long-term sustainable behavior and avoiding increased cognitive load are 

desirable, a choice must be made based on the relative importance of both these goals. 

Additionally, it appears important to consider the transparency of a nudge. We have 

summarized these findings in a decision matrix and wherever possible have illustrated the 

four categories with relevant examples from the educational field.  

 

Nudging in education is a new field of research, and not all categories are equally represented 

in the current literature. This gap of knowledge can provide direction for further research 

into nudging in education. Foremost, few examples of Type 1 nudges were found in the 

educational field. This while this category of nudges is best suited for situations in which 

cognitive load is high. In order to find nudges that can support behaviors during vital parts of 

learning, such as during instruction, training, or testing, this is an important area to 

investigate. We hope that nudge designers feel inspired to fill these gaps in the literature. 

 

 

In short, nudges have potential to be valuable to anyone looking to facilitate behavioral 

change in education. When implementing nudging in education, attention from nudge 

designers is needed not only for the goal of the nudge, but also the processes and behaviors 

through which the nudge achieves this goal. The decision matrix offered can provide helpful 

for researchers, designers and practitioners looking to investigate nudging in an educational 

setting. This distinction between nudge categories can also provide a good starting point for 

those who look for help with facilitating behavioral change in their educational environment. 
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Appendix A. Sources and inspiration for the nudges in the education nudge matrix 

 

Type 2 – transparent 

Allow own enforced deadline setting – Ariely and Wertenbroch (2002) 

Grade goalsetting – Duckworth et al. (2013); Clark et al. (2020) 

Informing parents about performance – Kraft and Rogers (2015) 

Relative grade disclosure – Czibor et al. (2020) 

Simplifying – Hoxby and Turner (2013) 

Text reminders – York et al. (2019) 

 

Type 2 – non-transparent 

Belonging intervention – Walton and Cohen (2011)  

Framing – Benhassine et al. (2015) 

Images of eyes – Bateson et al. (2006)  

Priming – Platform Integration and Society (2019) 

Self-persuasion – Yeager et al. (2016) 

Stereotype threat – Josephs et al. (2003) 

 

Type 1 – transparent 

Opt-out enrolment for exams – common practice in Dutch universities 

Usage of red to draw attention – Nielsen (2014) 

 

Type 1 – non-transparent 

Background music – Chalmers et al. (1999) 

Change classroom seating arrangement – Van den Berg et al. (2012) 

Create arbitrary sets of exercise to increase completion – Barasz et al. (2017) 
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Abstract 

 

Class attendance is an important predictor of academic success, but students encounter 

behavioral barriers preventing them from attending. In this experimental study, we 

investigated a commitment intervention to improve online attendance among university 

students (n = 973) during the COVID-19 pandemic. In the experimental condition, we asked 

students to commit to attending all classes, and divided this group in students who made the 

commitment and those who did not commit. The data was analyzed from a psychological 

perspective (the effect on the individuals who responded positively to the commitment 

request) and a policy perspective (the effect for all individuals that received the request). No 

intervention effect was found when comparing students’ attendance in the experimental 

condition to the control condition, but students who made the commitment attended class 

more often than non-committing students and those in the control condition. Exploratory 

analyses revealed that the intervention effect was found in the course with lower 

attendance, indicating that a ceiling effect possibly prevented the intervention from showing 

results regarding attendance. However, exploratory analyses also revealed selection bias as 

a possible explanation for the effects. Additionally, the intervention backfired for non-

committing students, reducing their attendance. Future research should focus on different 

strategies to improve online attendance. 
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One of the most important behaviors for students to be successful in higher education is 

class attendance (Bijsmans & Schakel, 2018). Class attendance in higher education is 

positively linked to educational outcomes such as course engagement (Büchele, 2021), 

improved course grades, and higher completion rates (Sund & Bignoux, 2018). The 

importance of class attendance for educational attainment is also highlighted by research 

showing that even when controlled for student characteristics such as motivation and study 

habits, class attendance significantly contributes to academic achievement (Credé et al., 

2010; Golding, 2011). However, still many students in higher education do not always attend 

their classes. In fact, teachers in higher education, as well as in vocational education, describe 

students skipping classes as one of the greatest issues they are facing (Weijers, de Koning, 

Klatter, & Paas, 2022), as a low attendance rate results in less engaging meetings, discussions 

and worse attuned class preparation. One reason that students do not attend class is that 

they encounter behavioral barriers throughout education that prevent them from showing 

the desired behavior (Ruggeri, 2019). Previous research has shown that while students have 

good intentions to attend class and are capable of doing so, they often fall victim to barriers 

like lack of willpower, postponing, or even simply forgetting to attend (Weijers et al., 2021). 

Giving in to these barriers leads to undesired behavior (i.e., not attending class), which 

endangers students’ possibilities to successfully complete their courses and more generally 

their whole educational program. It is therefore important to investigate possibilities to 

increase the chance that students overcome these barriers and attend class. 

 

Online attendance 

In this article, we focus on improving online class attendance. Online courses have been on 

the rise for the past decade and recently have gained momentum due to the physical 

distancing measures as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. To comply with government 

advice and regulations, worldwide universities have switched almost completely to an online 

course program. For example, in the Netherlands universities were instructed to switch to 

an online course program where possible (Rijksoverheid, 2020), and more than 90% of 

classes subsequently moved online (Association of Universities the Netherlands [VSNU], 

2020). Although class attendance is equally important in physical and online education 

(Nieuwoudt, 2020; Rapposelli, 2014), there are specific challenges related to attending 

online classes. For example, for an online class it is easier for students to pretend being 

present or to not login into the online class altogether, and it is more difficult to enforce class 

attendance compared to physical classes (Archambault et al., 2013). During the COVID-19 

pandemic online class attendance has become even more challenging and teachers have 

reported a drop in class attendance (Meeter et al., 2020; The New York Times, 2020). As an 

example, at several universities the attendance requirement that was practiced during 

physical lessons was loosened when teaching moved to online lessons. This was done to be 

accommodating towards students during the unusual circumstances of the COVID-19 

pandemic.  
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With online education, especially when not voluntary chosen but forced by the 

circumstances, there is more room for students to fall victim to the aforementioned 

behavioral barriers, preventing them from attending. One possible reason for this is that such 

an online environment is less motivating or stimulating. According to the self-determination 

theory (SDT: Ryan & Deci, 2000; Deci & Ryan, 2012) perceived autonomy, together with 

perceived relatedness and competency are central human needs that need to be fulfilled for 

an individual to be proactive and engaged. Autonomy means that a person feels in control of 

their own goals and actions, relatedness indicates that the person feels a sense of belonging 

to others, and competency is achieved when a person feels their skills match up to a task 

(Ryan & Deci, 2000). Note that in the current operationalization, the online educational 

context does not meet these basic needs. The involuntary aspect of the online education (i.e. 

students did not choose distance education, but the regulations forced the students to stay 

home) jeopardizes autonomy, as the majority of students would prefer physical classrooms, 

but the COVID-19 measures prevent them from choosing this option (Chakraborty et al., 

2021). Also the need for relatedness is jeopardized, as many students miss social connections 

(Meeter et al., 2020) and report feeling lonely because of the COVID-19 measures (Wickens 

et al., 2021): not going to campus means no bumping in acquaintances, meeting other 

students in the lecture hall, studying and commuting together, etc. The need for competency 

is also at risk because students are both figuratively and literally less visible (Onyema et al., 

2020). This provides less behavior for a teacher to comment and compliment on, which may 

lead to decreased feelings of competence. Furthermore, negative motivational outcomes 

due to a lack of fulfillment of one need can cascade into another. For example, not having 

the autonomy to choose to have lunch at campus can also lead to a decrease in relatedness. 

As a result, students are less intrinsically motivated online (Meeter et al., 2020) and might 

fall in a vicious cycle of passivity, which makes it easier to fall victim to behavioral barriers 

like lack of willpower, postponing, or even simply forgetting to attend.  

 

Not only does the forced online environment hinder students, but they also miss the usual 

support networks like social networks, student associations, and campus provisions. 

Additionally, it is more difficult for teachers to reach out and help students in an online 

environment. This especially hurts students who are already struggling with their education 

(Figlio et al., 2013). Research suggests, however, that it is possible for teachers to support 

students in this situation. Even in an online setting without face-to-face contact, increasing 

feelings of autonomy can improve motivation and learning. For example, in an online setting, 

Schneider et al. (2018) found that students who could choose (autonomy-supportive 

condition) between two texts they had to study, led to better retention and transfer of 

learning compared with students who could not choose (control condition). This suggests 

that an autonomy-enhancing educational intervention can help improve students’ intrinsic 

motivation, making them less prone to behavioral barriers. To this end, we look towards a 

commitment strategy as a possible autonomy-enhancing (Weijers, de Koning, Klatter, & Paas, 
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2022) means to help students overcome behavioral barriers. In the present study, we use a 

commitment intervention as a possible autonomy-supportive way to increase class 

attendance rates of students in higher education.   

 

Commitment 

Cialdini (1993) describes the effect of commitment on behavior as follows: “Once we make 

a choice or take a stand, we will encounter personal and interpersonal pressures to behave 

consistently with that commitment” (p. 52). This pressure is rooted in a desire to be 

consistent with oneself. When we want to change behavior, we can then make use of this 

desire to be consistent in different ways (Cialdini, 1993). The following examples of 

commitment-based interventions illustrate the possibilities when appealing to this desire for 

consistency. As one example, it is possible to ask people to set goals for themselves, so that 

they will want to pursue these goals later (Michie et al., 2014). A different possibility is the 

“foot in the door”-technique (Freedman & Fraser, 1966) where a person is first asked a small 

favor, later to be followed up with a larger favor – which they are more likely to perform to 

be consistent with their earlier agreement. Another way to elicit consistency with oneself is 

making a behavioral contract: a “written specification of the behavior to be performed, 

signed by the person and witnessed by another” (Michie et al., 2014, p. 261). Commitment-

based interventions, in different forms, have been utilized to successfully facilitate behavioral 

change, for example in healthcare (e.g. Srivastava, 2012), physical exercise (e.g. Bhattacharya 

et al., 2015) and environmentally friendly behavior (e.g., Baca-Motes et al., 2013), and a 

meta-analysis by Lokhorst et al. (2013) revealed that commitment interventions generally 

have a moderate effect size (r = .27). A commitment intervention ties in with self-

determination theory: targets are given a choice instead of external regulation, improving 

perceived autonomy (Ryan & Deci, 2000); the asked behavior is an affirmation of the belief 

that the target has the capacity to execute the behavior, increasing perceived competence; 

and the request for commitment is done to a person with whom the target has a connection 

(e.g., their teacher), increasing perceived relatedness. 

 

An important aspect to consider when discussing commitment interventions is whether 

participants actually commit to the behavior. Commitment interventions require a 

participant’s active commitment to have an effect, but usually not all participants will make 

the commitment. Because of this, Lokhorst et al. (2013) distinguish two measurable effects 

of a commitment. First, the commitment intervention has an effect we refer to as 

“psychological effect”, which is the effect on only the participants that positively responded 

to the ask for commitment (i.e., actually made a commitment). However, not everyone 

responds to this message. For the effect of this intervention when implemented as a class or 

university policy, we also have to investigate the participants who were asked to commit but 

did not respond or even refused to commit. We refer to this second effect of the intervention 

on all participants, regardless of whether the participant made the commitment or not, the 
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“policy effect”, as it represents the effect of the intervention on a population if the 

intervention is implemented as a policy. Both the psychological effect and the policy effect 

of the intervention should be investigated to get a complete picture of the effectiveness of 

a commitment intervention (Lokhorst et al., 2013). Most prior studies only focus on the 

psychological effect of the intervention, as the commitment is only expected to work when 

one actually makes the commitment (Cialdini, 1993). However, it is also relevant to get 

insight into the policy effect because it provides information about whether implementing 

the intervention would be effective in practice. 

 

Commitment interventions in education 

Different interventions that make use of commitment to facilitate behavioral change have 

also been successfully used in educational contexts (Damgaard & Nielsen, 2018). For 

example, in the study by Duckworth et al. (2013) middle school children who made a 

commitment during a class exercise to achieve individual educational goals slightly improved 

their class attendance, conduct, and grades. Oettingen et al. (2015) used commitment 

strategies to improve time management in both university students and vocational students. 

Committing to doing practice exams increased exam practice completion in high school 

students (Duckworth et al., 2011). Similarly, in a study by Clark et al. (2020) college students 

who committed to completing a self-set goal of practice exams completed significantly more 

practice exams. As a targeted intervention in a live educational context, the behavioral 

contract technique has been documented as successful in helping children diagnosed with 

ADHD to achieve specific behavioral goals (DuPaul & Stoner, 2014). In a one-on-one 

conversation with their teacher, these students created a behavioral contract where they 

outlined specific desired behaviors and promised to fulfill the contract. Teachers have also 

already been observed to use various commitment strategies, such as letting students set 

their own deadlines (Weijers, de Koning, Klatter, & Paas, 2022). These examples demonstrate 

the potential effectiveness of commitment interventions in education.  

 

In the present study, we build on these earlier findings and extend them in the following 

ways: (1) we extend the findings on improved class attendance by Duckworth et al. (2013) to 

students in higher education, (2) test the behavioral contract as a class-wide intervention, 

delivered via email, instead of the usual face-to-face commitment approach as an individual 

tool (as in DuPaul & Stoner, 2014), and (3) extend the findings by Duckworth et al. (2013) to 

an online educational setting, which is more relevant than ever during the COVID-19 

pandemic. The goal of this study is to find the effectiveness of a class-wide implemented 

behavioral contract intervention to improve online class attendance in higher education. 

 

Current study 

In this study, we attempt to answer the following research question: can a commitment 

intervention in the form of a behavioral contract improve students’ class attendance rate in 
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an online course? We attempt to answer this question by an experiment in a university 

environment, where we asked first- and second year students per email to commit to 

attending their online classes. All students in the courses were randomly divided into an 

experimental condition (asked for commitment) and a control condition (not asked for 

commitment). For the experimental condition, we noted which students made the 

commitment and which students did not. Consistent with the advice of Lokhorst et al. (2013), 

this enabled us to distinguish between the policy effect (the effect of the intervention on all 

involved students) and psychological effect (the effect of the intervention on the students 

who made the commitment) of the intervention. 

 

The first hypothesis concerns the policy effect of the intervention, meaning the effect of the 

intervention on all participating students. This allows us to determine whether this 

intervention is useful as a policy tool. Based on earlier success of commitment interventions 

as a policy tool (for an overview, see Lokhorst et al., 2013), we formulated the following 

hypothesis: 

 

Hypothesis 1: Students in the experimental condition attend class more often than students 

in the control condition. 

 

The other two hypotheses address the psychological effect of the commitment intervention. 

We expect the policy effect of the intervention to be explained by participants who actually 

make a commitment (Cialdini, 1993; Lokhorst et al., 2013). Therefore, we compare the 

attendance of the students who chose to commit with those who did not commit, and with 

those in the control condition, resulting in the following hypotheses: 

 

Hypothesis 2: Within the experimental condition, students who make a commitment attend 

class more often than those who are asked but do not make a commitment. 

  

Hypothesis 3: Students who make a commitment attend class more often than those who 

are not asked to make a commitment (control condition). 

 

Method 

 

Participants 

In this field experiment, 1046 bachelor students from a large urban university in the 

Netherlands participated during their regular educational program. Although we did not 

collect specific demographics, this population of students at the same university was 

characterized in other studies as mostly female (approximately 75%) adolescents of on 

average 20 years old (Brouwer et al., 2019; Kickert et al., 2019). Participants followed a first-

year Pedagogy course (1.8PED; n = 136), a second-year Pedagogy course (2.8PED; n = 123), 
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or a first-year Psychology course (1.8PSY; n = 787).  From the 1046 students enrolled in the 

course, 73 students were excluded for data analysis. Students were excluded because they 

dropped out of university during the experiment (3 students), attendance registration data 

was lost (31 students), or did not finish the course while not leaving university (39 students), 

resulting in a remaining 973 students. These courses were held concurrently during the final 

five weeks of the academic year (June/July 2020) and consisted of small online group 

meetings (about 10-12 students per group). No students were enrolled in more than one 

course simultaneously. All three courses had the same pedagogical approach (i.e., problem-

based learning), and had two meetings per week. In problem-based learning, the success of 

the meetings largely depends on student attendance, especially with the small group sizes. 

Due to the scheduling of the final exam, 1.8PED contained 8 meetings, while 1.8PSY and 

2.8PED contained 9 meetings. Given that the COVID-19 measures issued by the Dutch 

government forbade physical on-campus teaching at the time this study took place, the three 

courses took place online and the 100% class attendance requirement was replaced with a 

more lenient ‘attendance effort’, meaning that attendance was no longer mandatory but 

students were expected to attend as many classes as they could. 

 

Design 

This study had a between-subjects experimental design with two conditions: an experimental 

condition and a control condition. In the experimental condition, students received an email 

from the course coordinator welcoming the students to the course and asking for their 

commitment to attend all online meetings during the course. The decision to create 

behavioral contracts per email instead of the more conventional face-to-face approach was 

made due to both the group size and the COVID-19 restrictions in place. Previous research 

by Baca-Motes et al. (2013) suggests that the commitment should be as specific as possible. 

Therefore, the email also specified what days the meetings took place. Students were asked 

to confirm their commitment before the first meeting of the course by replying via email to 

the course coordinator. A standardized text was used for this to keep the barrier to 

responding to a minimum; students only needed to fill in their name and choose from 

“will/will not” as appropriate. No confirmation of the student’s reply was sent out. The 

control condition received an email with the same welcoming text as in the experimental 

condition but without the inquiry for commitment to the online meetings during the course. 

The full text of the experimental and control emails can be found in Appendix A. 

 

Approval for this study was obtained from the Ethical Review Committee of the Department 

of Psychology, Education and Child Studies of Erasmus University Rotterdam (application 20-

052). 
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Measures 

 

Class attendance 

For each student (experimental and control condition) attendance to the online meetings 

was registered: tutors registered per meeting whether a student was present or absent, 

which resulted in an overall score for each student representing the total number of 

attended meetings. Students were considered absent only when they were absent during 

the entire online meeting. Because the three courses did not have an equal number of 

meetings (two courses had 8 meetings, one had 9 meetings), we converted students’ raw 

attendance scores into percentages, representing how much percent of meetings a student 

had attended. 

 

Commitment 

For each student in the experimental condition, tutors registered whether students had 

replied to the request for commitment, and when a reply was received whether or not 

students had committed to attend all online meetings. Students who replied that they would 

attend all meetings, were categorized as “committed”. Students who, for any reason, 

declared not to attend all meetings or wished not to make a commitment, were categorized 

as “refused”. Due to their diverse reasons to not commit and small group size (n = 16), the 

refused-group was not included in the analysis of the second and third hypothesis. Students 

who did not reply were categorized as “non-response” (< 1% of total students). As they did 

not engage in the behavioral contract, we consider these students as not committed. To 

clarify: “committed” means “committed through the intervention”, regardless of how a 

student may feel towards the course. Replies made after the first course meeting were 

categorized as “non-response”. 

 

Of the students in the final sample, 485 were in the experimental condition and 488 were in 

the control condition. From all students in the experimental condition 300 were in the 

“committed” group, 16 were in the “refused” group, and 169 were in the “non-response” 

group. In the final dataset, 746 students participated in the first year Psychology course 

(1.8PSY), 111 students participated in the first year Pedagogy course (1.8PED), and 116 

students participated in the second year Pedagogy course (2.8PED). 

 

To account for leveled data, for each student we retrieved information from the course 

coordinator about the name of the course they followed, in which tutor group the student 

participated, and the name of the student’s tutor. 

 

Procedure 

Student emails were obtained from the enroll lists of the courses and divided between 

conditions using random number generation. A week before the first session of the course, 
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students in both conditions received an email (matching with their condition) from their 

course coordinator. Students in the experimental condition received a reminder to reply the 

day before the first meeting of the course.  

 

When students inquired about the ask for commitment, the course coordinator responded 

based on a cover story about creating an indication of actual attendance for the preparation 

of the tutors who guided the online meetings. After data analysis, students were debriefed 

about their participation in an experiment about increased attendance and given the 

opportunity to remove their data.  No students wished to have their data removed. 

 

Analysis 

The hypotheses were tested using a mixed effects model approach in the statistical 

program R (R Core Team, 2020), using the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015). Three models 

were created to test each of the three hypotheses. The first model was created to test the 

first hypothesis. In this model, class attendance in the experimental group was compared to 

the control group. Within the experimental group, we used the second model to compare 

the commit group to the group of non-responders, testing the second hypothesis. A third 

model was created to investigate the third hypothesis concerning the effect of participating 

in the intervention, by comparing the control condition to the committed group. The data 

and the used script can be found on the Open Science Framework. 

 

The model used for Hypothesis 1 had experimental condition (experiment, control) as the 

independent variable and attendance as percentage as the dependent variable, with course 

added as fixed effect. The models used for Hypothesis 2 and 3 had response condition 

(commit or nonresponse for the model for Hypothesis 2; and commit or control for the model 

for Hypothesis 3) as the independent variable and attendance as the dependent variable, 

with course added as fixed effect. For all analyses, tutor and tutor group were added as 

random intercepts to account for differences in attendance caused by these factors. To 

optimize the random structure, the suggestions of Barr et al. (2013) were used as a guideline. 

Estimates provided are indicative of effect size. To create an approximation of Cohen’s d for 

effect sizes, we used the method described by Westfall et al. (2014).  
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Results 

 

In Table 1, descriptive statistics for attendance are presented for each condition and course.  

 

Table 1 

Descriptive statistics for percentage of course attendance 

 

(n = 973) N M (SD) 

Condition   

Control 488 90.08 (16.25) 

Experiment 485 89.35 (15.20) 

    Committed 300 92.69 (10.43) 

    Non-response 169 84.39 (18.63) 

    Refused 16 79.17 (28.05) 

Course   

1.8PSY 746 91.24 (13.43) 

1.8PED 111 78.15 (25.25) 

2.8PED 115 91.11 (12.93) 

Total 973 89.72 (15.73) 

 

To test the first hypothesis (the “policy effect”), the attendance of the students in the 

experimental condition was compared to the attendance of the students in the control 

condition. No difference was found between these two groups: Estimate = 0.32, SE = 0.49,  

d = 0.15.  

 

The second model was intended to find a difference in attendance between students who 

responded and students who did not. The students who committed attended a higher 

percentage of meetings (M = 92.69, SD = 10.43) compared to students who did not respond 

to the email asking for commitment (M = 84.39, SD = 18.63): Estimate = 4.24, SE = 0.67,  

d = 1.80.  

 

Lastly, a third model was constructed to find the difference between attendance of the 

control group versus the students who committed to attend all online meetings. Students 

who committed to attend all online meetings attended a higher percentage of meetings (M 

= 92.69, SD = 10.43) than those in the control group (M = 90.08, SD = 16.25), Estimate = 1.29, 

SE = 0.51, d = 0.84. This indicates that there was a positive effect of the intervention. 
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Explorative analysis 

Based on the descriptive statistics (Table 1), we investigated whether the courses 

significantly differed in attendance. We created a mixed effect model as described in the 

Analysis section, using course as predictor for attendance. The average attendance of 1.8PED 

was lower than attendance in 1.8PSY (Estimate = 13.09, d = 5.96) and in 2.8PED (Estimate = 

12.83, d = 5.84). Class attendance in 1.8PSY and 2.8PED did not differ (Estimate = 0.25,  

d = 0.11).  

 

To account for the lower attendance of 1.8PED, we added the interaction between course 

and condition as a fixed effect to the models. We found this interaction for the groups 1.8PED 

and 1.8PSY for the first (Estimate = 2.55, d = 1.18) and third hypothesis (Estimate = 1.52,  

d = 2.99). This interaction was not found for the second hypothesis. No interactions were 

found when comparing 1.8PED to 2.8PED. In Figures 1 and 2, the interaction is displayed in 

a bar graph. 

 

 
Figure 1. Mean scores and standard errors of attendance per course for Hypothesis 1 (control 

group compared to experimental group) 
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Figure 2. Mean scores and standard errors of attendance per course for Hypothesis 3 (control 

group compared to commit group)  

 

An effect of the intervention appears to be only present in the 1.8PED group. For students 

enrolled for 1.8PED, we found a difference between the control group and the committed 

group, as well as between the experimental and control conditions, and such a difference did 

not exist for the other groups. A possible explanation for this difference is a ceiling effect: 

the higher baseline attendance of the other courses created a ceiling that prevented the 

intervention from having an effect on attendance. This suggests that the effectiveness of the 

intervention is dependent on the baseline attendance rate in a course.  

 

When testing Hypothesis 2 and 3, we found a difference in attendance between committing 

students and non-responding students, and students in the control condition, and even 

found a policy effect (experimental vs. control) in course 1.8PED, where attendance was 

lower and as such, the effect of the intervention was not hindered by a ceiling. However, 

these effects of the intervention could also be attributed to self-selection: it is possible that 

other, pre-existing, factors made students who committed more likely to both attend classes 

and respond to the intervention. 
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To further unpack this possibility, we conducted exploratory follow-up analyses of an earlier 

course. Because class attendance was registered in a general way (pass/fail) in previous 

courses in the Pedagogy curriculum, the only available data on class attendance per session 

was from Psychology course 1.7PSY, which took place five weeks before course 1.8PSY. 

Course 1.7PSY was similar in structure and length to the courses in our study (1.8PSY, 1.8PED, 

2.8PED), and had been followed by nearly all students who also enrolled for 1.8PSY. It is 

important to note that no intervention was applied in 1.7PSY. We sampled the students who 

attended both 1.7PSY and 1.8PSY, and applied the same exclusion criteria as described 

before, resulting in a dataset of 742 students. Students were divided into groups based on 

their future response to the intervention. In Table 2, descriptive statistics are presented for 

each course and condition of this subgroup. Although attendance data of a previous course 

was not available for all students, we consider this large subsample suitable to investigate 

the possibility of a self-selection effect. If the same patterns in the hypotheses emerge in the 

course before the intervention was applied (course 1.7PSY), this might indicate that the 

observed class attendance differences might not be directly related to our commitment 

intervention but rather to self-selection. 

 

Table 2 

Descriptive statistics for percentage of course attendance for students attending both 1.7PSY 

and 1.8PSY. Students are categorized by the nudge they received for 1.8PSY – no nudging took 

place for 1.7PSY 

 

(n = 973) N 1.7PSY attendance 

M (SD) 

1.8PSY attendance M 

(SD) 

Condition    

Control 373 92.33 (11.53) 91.92 (12.79) 

Experiment 369 92.85 (10.83) 90.65 (14.00) 

    Committed 223 94.23 (10.33) 93.55 (10.06) 

    Non-response 138 90.67 (11.10) 85.87 (17.92) 

    Refused 8 92.19 (9.30) 92.19 (9.30) 

Total 742 92.59 (11.18) 91.29 (13.41) 

 

Testing the three main hypotheses with the class attendance data of the earlier course 

1.7PSY showed similar patterns for attendance as for the main courses in the study (1.8PSY, 

1.8PED, 2.8PED). Students who would later commit to the intervention in 1.8PSY attended 

1.7PSY more often (Estimate = 1.78, SE = 0.58, d = 0.81) than those who would not respond 

in 1.8PSY. Students’ attendance for the later control group and later experimental group was 

equal (Estimate = -0.25, SE = 0.41, d = 0.23), confirming a successful randomization for our 

experiment. Lastly, students who would later commit to attending attended classes more 

often (Estimate = 0.95, SE = 0.47, d = 1.25) than those in the control condition. These findings 
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point towards pre-existing factors predicting both attendance and committing to the 

intervention, rather than the intervention affecting class attendance. 

 

Given the high similarity in attendance rates, content, and structure of courses 1.7PSY and 

1.8PSY, we could also investigate whether there was an interaction effect of experimental 

group between courses. This within-subject design answered the question whether the 

intervention affected a student’s attendance in 1.8PSY compared to that same student’s 

attendance in 1.7PSY, and whether this effect differed between experimental groups. This 

mixed-effects model had experimental condition (control, committed, and nonresponse) and 

course (1.8PSY and 1.7PSY) as independent variables, and attendance (as a percentage) as 

the dependent variable. Due to the small group size (n = 8), students who refused to commit 

were removed from this analysis. Tutor, tutorial group, and student ID were added as random 

intercepts. Interestingly, we found an interaction between course and condition (Estimate: -

0.73, SE = 0.31, d = 1.26): attendance for students who did not respond to the request for 

commitment (i.e., non-response) was lower in 1.8PSY (where they were asked to commit) 

than in 1.7PSY (where they were not asked to commit). This indicates that their attendance 

dropped after being nudged, when compared to their previous attendance in 1.7PSY. No 

effect was found for any of the other groups: these groups attended equally often in 1.7PSY 

and 1.8PSY. 

Discussion 

 

Class attendance is an important predictor for academic success. In this study, we 

investigated the effect of a course-wide commitment intervention on online attendance in a 

large sample of college students. Per email, we asked students to commit to attending all 

their online classes and investigated whether this increased their attendance. The results 

showed that, in contrast to Hypothesis 1, there was no general effect of the commitment 

intervention on class attendance. In other words, no “policy effect” was found: there was no 

significant difference in attendance between the experimental group and the control group.  

 

Regarding the psychological effects of the commitment intervention, we found a positive 

effect of making a commitment on online class attendance: students who committed 

attended class more often than those in the control condition (Hypothesis 2) and those who 

did not respond (Hypothesis 3).  In the one course (1.8PED), which had a lower baseline of 

class attendance (< 80%) compared to the other two courses (1.8PSY and 2.8PED) (>90%) we 

also found evidence of the policy effect: students in the experimental condition attended 

class more often than those in the control condition. It is possible that a class attendance 

rate of > 90% leaves too little room for improvement and therefore asking students to 

commit to attend classes might not have further improved class attendance. This might 

suggest that the effectiveness of a commitment intervention for improving class attendance 

is influenced by the initial attendance rate in a course. It is important to note that during the 
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course (1.8PED) in which the effect of the intervention was significant, tutors applied the 

attendance policy in a more lenient way than tutors in other courses did. Therefore, an 

alternative explanation for this effect might be the perception of autonomy; when students 

think they have a free choice in attending, a commitment intervention might be more 

effective in comparison to students who feel constrained by external rules. This idea is 

congruent with the concept of behavioral interventions in education functioning as a 

stepping stone in the transfer between external regulation and autonomous decision making 

(Weijers, de Koning, Klatter, & Paas, 2022). From this perspective it can be suggested that it 

is more likely that higher attendance is reached by external rules than by behavioral 

interventions, but when strict external rules do not apply, a commitment intervention might 

be a promising manner to increase class attendance.  

 

However, these interpretations need to be considered with caution, because the exploratory 

analyses in this study also provided an indication that rather than an effect of the 

intervention, the findings might be the result of a self-selection effect: the idea that students 

who attend class more often are also more likely to make a commitment, resulting in a 

selection bias. This finding in itself is interesting, as it not only provides information about 

the effect of the intervention itself, but also highlights the importance of taking other factors 

into account that might relate to the desired behavior (class attendance). In this light, a 

methodological contribution of our study is that investigating the effect of a (commitment) 

intervention might produce different results when its effect is considered at only one point 

in time, compared to when multiple measurements over time are considered. This might 

lead to different conclusions and in some cases, as in our study, could lead to overestimation 

of the actual effect that an intervention has on behavior. 

 

Following these exploratory findings, an explanation for the presumed lack of psychological 

effect is that the behavioral contract is not suitable for wide implementation. To be effective, 

a behavioral intervention should be designed based on the determinants of the behavior it 

intends to change (Hansen, 2018). This would also explain the earlier success in the study by 

DuPaul and Stoner (2014), who targeted children with ADHD, a specific subgroup with likely 

similar determinants for their behavior. In our course-wide sample, the determinants for 

attendance behavior can differ greatly between students, especially during the COVID-19 

pandemic. These different determinants cannot realistically be targeted with one class-wide 

intervention. Future research could focus on determining the relevant behavioral barriers 

and design a behavioral intervention based on circumventing these barriers, specifically 

targeting the students that encounter those barriers.  

 

Another finding from our exploratory analysis is that attendance rates were similar for both 

the course with the commitment intervention and the course without the commitment 

intervention. This was true for all groups except for the students who had the opportunity to 
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commit but did not do so. The attendance of those students dropped after the intervention, 

while attendance for all other groups remained unchanged. From this, we hypothesize a 

backfire effect caused by the intervention for one of the groups (i.e., non-responders), as 

they were predicted to attend more often after the intervention, but in practice attended 

less often. The backfiring of behavioral interventions is not uncommon (Osman et al., 2020), 

especially for interventions that threaten the perceived autonomy of those targeted by the 

intervention. In an attempt to reassert one’s autonomy, targets then display reactance 

(Knowles & Linn, 2004): they respond contrary to the direction suggested by the intervention 

(Osman et al., 2020). This can be illustrated with nudging interventions (Thaler & Sunstein, 

2008) as an example. Nudges are behavioral interventions that utilize psychological 

mechanisms to influence people’s behavior (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008). However, they were 

found to sometimes produce reactance (e.g., Dewies et al., 2021; Sunstein, 2017). Our 

intervention, utilizing the commitment mechanism, may be considered such a nudge (see 

Damgaard & Nielsen, 2018; Weijers et al., 2021, for an integration of nudges in education, 

including commitment interventions). For this intervention, the contrary reaction would be 

to not respond to the commitment and not attend all online classes, explaining the drop in 

attendance after the intervention for the nonresponse group. A different explanation for this 

backfiring is that not responding might have acted as a self-fulfilling prophecy. Non-

responders could have had the idea that they influenced the expectancy of the 

teachers/course coordinators that they would not show up and therefore, they did not show 

up. A last possible explanation is that students knew they would not be able to attend all 

classes, due to already planned obligations, and did not communicate this explicitly by 

refusing to commit.  

 

It is, however, difficult to make inferences about the non-response group. Our interpretation 

of non-response as “not committed to attending” may be an overgeneralization of a diverse 

group, as reasons to not commit can range from not seeing the email, to consciously deciding 

not to reply, to knowing in advance that one will miss one or more sessions. To shed light on 

the reasons for the non-response, we contacted non-responding students to ask them about 

their reasons to not make the commitment. Unfortunately, but not unexpectedly, students 

either provided no or uninformative replies making it impossible to derive meaningful 

conclusions. Future research could investigate the commitment intervention in a condition 

in which all students are obliged to reply to the intervention (i.e., when enrolling for the 

course they have to fill in the commitment question to complete the enrollment) to reduce 

non-response. Alternatively, future research could integrate a more substantial qualitative 

component (e.g., interviews, focus groups) to determine behavioral determinants of 

participants, the effect of the intervention, and students’ reaction to receiving the email. This 

would especially help interpreting the underlying motives of the non-response group and the 

effect the intervention has on them. 
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Implications 

For educational practitioners, an important implication of this study is the presumed backfire 

effect of the behavioral contract on the non-responders as a means to improve online 

attendance. The usage of a course-wide behavioral contract to improve attendance is 

therefore not desirable. Because teachers often use behavioral interventions without being 

aware of doing so (Weijers, de Koning, Klatter, & Paas, 2022) this is an especially important 

finding. Our findings provide insight not only for this specific instance of course attendance, 

but could also be extended to attendance in different online contexts, or even online 

meetings outside of education where attendance is a prerequisite for success, like company 

stakeholder meetings. 

 

An important implication for researchers is that this study shows that the initial result of a 

commitment-based intervention can be misleading. In our study, we find that the presumed 

positive psychological effect of the intervention is more likely explained by a selection bias 

for those who make the commitment than by the success of the intervention. The main effect 

of the intervention in this study was likely negative, namely a backfire effect: students who 

did not respond had a lower attendance rate. Some previous studies have reported a positive 

result similar to our initial findings (for an overview, see Lokhorst et al., 2013) without 

investigating the possibility of selection bias. This while it is very important to investigate 

these possibilities to determine the effectiveness and long-term effects of behavioral 

interventions (Marchiori et al., 2017) especially in educational contexts (Weijers et al., 2021), 

as educational goals are often long-term and focused on student development. Therefore, 

we urge researchers investigating commitment to account for this possible selection bias 

distorting the actual effect of the intervention, and to choose multiple moments of 

measurement whenever possible.  

 

Conclusion 

 

Class attendance is an important predictor for academic success, but student attendance is 

dropping, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic. Students often fall victim to behavioral 

barriers that prevent them from attending class. Therefore, new tools for teachers are 

necessary to overcome these barriers. In this study, we have implemented a version of a 

commitment intervention, the behavioral contract, as a course-wide policy, to increase 

students’ online attendance. No policy effect was found, but a positive psychological effect 

was found in commitment: students who committed to attending class did so more often 

than those who did not respond and those in the control condition. When exploring the data 

further, the lack of policy effect is possibly due to the high attendance rates (>90%): in the 

one course with lower attendance we do find evidence of a policy effect. While this result 

seemed promising, after exploratory analysis we have reason to assume that the found 

results are because of a selection bias. Students who are more likely to attend class are also 
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more likely to commit to the intervention. In fact, analysis of previous attendance revealed 

that the intervention could have had an adverse effect on students who did not commit, as 

their attendance rate went down. Further research is needed to find what behavioral 

determinants are the barriers for attendance. When identified, these barriers can then be 

circumvented using a behavioral intervention strategy targeting them. This can then result 

in a successful intervention that can increase the attendance of students for their (online) 

classes, ultimately improving their academic success.  
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Appendix A. Text used for email 

 

Experimental 

 

Dear student, 

Course [name] is starting soon. Due to the COVID-19 measures, we have tried our best to 

optimize the course for an online learning environment. Because of this, I’d like to ask you a 

favor. 

 

I would like to ask you to indicate whether you will join all sessions of the online meetings. 

We are asking a random sample of all students, because there is no attendance requirement 

for this course, only an effort requirement. We need this information to put together the 

right content of these meetings.  

 

Please answer by replying to this e-mail in the following format: 

Hereby I …… (fill in name) declare that I will / will not (delete as appropriate) be present 

during all online meetings of [course name]. This means that I will attend the meetings every 

[weekday] and [weekday] in the next five weeks. 

 

Thank you in advance. 

 

Kind regards, 

 

[name of course coordinator] 
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Reminder 

 

Dear student, 

 

A few days ago, you received an email asking you to indicate whether you will attend all 

sessions of [course name]. We are asking a random sample of all students, because there is 

no attendance requirement for this course, only an effort requirement.  

 

I would like to ask you again to indicate whether you will attend all sessions. We use this 

information to put together the right content of these meetings. 

Please answer by replying to this e-mail in the following format: 

 

Hereby I …… (fill in name) declare that I will / will not (delete as appropriate) be present 

during all online meetings of [course name]. This means that I will attend the meetings every 

[weekday] and [weekday] in the next five weeks. 

 

Thank you in advance. 

 

Kind regards, 

 

[name of course coordinator] 

 

 

 

Control 

 

Dear student, 

 

[Course name] is starting soon. Due to the COVID-19 measures, we have tried our best to 

optimize the course for an online learning environment. I hope you’ll be able to end the 

academic year in a good way! 

 

Kind regards, 

 

[name of course coordinator] 
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It is important that students in tertiary education learn to demonstrate autonomous learning 

behaviors before they enter the labor market. Autonomous learning behaviors are crucial in 

future job-seeking (Baay, 2015) and career demands (Dochy et al., 2016; Social Economic 

Council [SER], 2017). Although the self-regulation of students ideally leads to these 

autonomous learning behaviors, students are often hampered by behavioral barriers, 

preventing these students from demonstrating autonomous learning behavior. The 

challenge for teachers is therefore to successfully promote these autonomous learning 

behaviors in the educational context. In this dissertation, we investigated the usage and 

implementation of nudges as interventions to promote autonomous learning behavior in 

different educational contexts throughout tertiary education. In this final chapter, we 

present a summary of the main findings of each chapter, followed by a discussion of the main 

findings of this dissertation, its main strengths and limitations, both theoretical and practical 

implications, and suggestions for future research.  

 

Summary of each chapter 

 

In Chapter 2, we elaborated on the core concept of this dissertation, nudging, as one of the 

strategies from behavioral economics that aims to influence behavior by changing the 

environment. We proposed that it could also be a valuable means to influence behavior in 

educational contexts. We described the relevant issues to consider when applying nudging 

in education: the relative importance of creating behavioral change that is persistent, and 

the necessity that the nudge does not negatively affect the students, directly or indirectly. 

Based on these considerations, we argued that a focus on the long-term effects and 

underlying processes of a nudge is necessary for successful implementation. To facilitate this 

implementation of nudging in education, we made a distinction between nudges that is 

relevant for overcoming these issues. We identified four nudge categories: transparent Type 

1 nudges, non-transparent Type 1 nudges, transparent Type 2 nudges, and non-transparent 

Type 2 nudges. These different categories serve different educational purposes. We argued 

that in general, Type 2 nudges should be more effective for achieving long-term sustainable 

behavior. In situations where increasing cognitive load is undesirable, we found Type 1 

nudges to be better suited. In a situation where both achieving long-term sustainable 

behavior and avoiding increased cognitive load are desirable, a choice must be made based 

on the relative importance of both these goals. Additionally, the transparency of a nudge 

should be considered. We suggested that a nudge intervention should be transparent when 

possible – meaning that the nature and purpose of the nudge is clear to the students. These 

findings were summarized in a decision matrix and illustrated with relevant examples from 

the educational field. This theoretical exploration serves as a basis for the research in the 

later chapters. 
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In Chapter 3, we laid the groundwork for later experimental interventions targeting 

autonomous learning behaviors in tertiary education, creating an overview of nudges that 

are already used by teachers in vocational education and training (VET). Due to the increased 

susceptibility of VET-students for behavioral barriers, we focused mostly on VET in this 

chapter. Using a qualitative setup, we conducted semi-structured interviews with teachers 

and students, combined with classroom observations of teachers and students, to answer 

two research questions: what kind of autonomous learning behaviors do teachers and 

students want to improve, and what nudges do teachers already use? We identified two - 

equally frequently mentioned - types of autonomous learning behaviors, based on whether 

they were thought of as essential or provided an extra benefit to the student, and named 

these required and enriching. Required behaviors are all forms of autonomous learning 

behavior that teachers see as the bare minimum students should be capable of, like 

attending class and dealing with distractions. Enriching behaviors are on the other hand 

behaviors that provide something extra to the educational experience of the student, like 

self-reflective behaviors and planning. The autonomous learning behaviors that were most 

often mentioned are suitable targets for new interventions, as the need for support is highest 

for these behaviors. Additionally, we identified different nudge types that teachers use: 

intuitive, didactic, and planned nudges. Intuitive nudges are all nudges that are based on an 

instinctive understanding of the determinants of human behavior, like social- and attention-

based nudges. Didactic nudges stem from the teacher’s understanding of learning and 

didactic techniques. Planned nudges are more elaborate nudges, explicitly based on an 

understanding of nudge theory. From the frequency with which teachers use these different 

categories, we derived that explicit knowledge of nudging is scarce in teachers (by the lack 

of planned nudges), although nudging comes to them implicitly (intuitive and didactic 

nudges). Based on this research, we concluded that students would benefit the most from 

introducing planned nudges in their educational practice, targeting the autonomous learning 

behavior behaviors that were most often mentioned as needing improvement. 

 

In Chapter 4, we experimentally tested three nudging interventions to improve autonomous 

learning behaviors in students in tertiary education (VET and higher vocational education). 

Based on the outcomes in Chapter 3 and Zimmerman’s (2002) model of self-regulation, we 

chose three behaviors to target with nudge interventions. Each behavior represented a 

phase in Zimmerman’s (2002) model of self-regulation: planning of schoolwork (forethought 

phase), doing course work (performance phase), and asking questions during class (self-

reflection phase). In a collaborative design with teachers in tertiary education, we designed 

three nudges and tested these in a field experiment, comparing the relevant behavioral 

outcome measures from the nudged students with those who did not receive the nudge 

(control). To promote planning, a video booth nudge was designed, in which self-persuasion 

and implementation intention techniques were used. Students were asked to formulate their 

obstacles to planning, and then come up with an implementation intention to overcome this 
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obstacle. We measured the students’ met deadlines and self-reported planning behavior. 

Results showed that nudged students reported more planning behavior but did not meet 

more deadlines than students in the control condition, indicating that more planning 

behavior does not necessarily lead to improved outcomes. For the second type of 

autonomous learning behavior that we aimed to improve with a nudge, doing the course 

work, a checklist nudge was designed. This list provided students with a convenient overview 

of all required course work and its due dates. We measured the students’ course work 

completion as outcome measure, but found no difference in course work completion 

between the nudged students and control students. Lastly, for the third targeted behavior, 

namely asking questions during class, a goal-setting nudge was implemented. This nudge 

consisted of the teacher asking their students each session to ask at least one question in 

class. We measured the number of questions students asked during class as well as their final 

course grades. We found a marginal increase in questions asked for the nudged students, 

which was driven by the students already asking many questions. Importantly, we also found 

a positive effect on learning outcomes for all students. Based on these findings, we identify 

in-class behaviors as more susceptible to being nudged, like asking questions during a lesson. 

 

Based on these findings, we further explored the effect of nudging on asking questions during 

class in Chapter 5. We conceptually replicated the goal-setting nudge, and tested a new 

nudge, the prompt nudge, targeting the same behavior. We did this in a new context: an 

online educational setting with a large sample across all levels of tertiary education. In this 

setting, teachers used audiovisual conference calls to teach their classes. For the prompt 

nudge, teachers used a virtual background during these sessions containing a message 

encouraging questions during class. We measured the number of questions each student 

asked during class. Additionally, we measured students’ behavioral engagement, agentic 

engagement, and extraversion to investigate whether these individual factors are affected 

by the nudge or make a difference for the effectiveness of the nudge. No significant effect of 

the goal-setting nudge on number of questions or final grade was found, thus failing to 

replicate the findings for the goal-setting nudge in the online setting. We suspected this can 

be attributed to the reduced connection to the teacher due to the online environment, 

reducing the effect of the set goal. For the prompt nudge, we found that the nudge 

marginally increased questions asked. This effect was driven by students who were already 

asking many questions. However, the nudge had no effect on the learning outcomes of 

students. For both nudges, we found no effect of the nudge on behavioral and agentic 

engagement, nor a relation between extraversion and the nudge. The low costs, ease of 

implementation, and generalizability of the effect across educational levels, speak for the 

prompt nudge as a valuable tool for teachers in online education to promote asking 

questions, despite its small effect.  
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In Chapter 6, we attempted to generalize the findings of the effectiveness of nudging across 

educational levels in tertiary education as found in Chapter 5. We did so by conducting a 

nudging intervention for university students for a new behavior: attending class, as this 

behavior is relevant in online learning situations. In this study, we continued the line of 

implementing nudging interventions in large-scale, online classrooms. In this large-scale 

intervention, we asked students to make a commitment to attend their online classes, with 

the goal to increase their attendance. Students in the experimental condition received the 

nudge, consisting of an email in which they were asked to commit to attend all classes. 

Students in the control condition simply received a welcoming email. We measured the 

students’ responses and their course attendance. Based on their response, the experimental 

condition was further divided in “committed” and “non-response”. No difference in students’ 

attendance was found when comparing the experimental condition to the control condition, 

but committed students attended class more often than non-responding students and those 

in the control condition. Exploratory analysis revealed that the intervention effect was found 

in the course with lower attendance, indicating that a ceiling effect possibly prevented the 

intervention from showing results regarding attendance. However, exploratory analysis also 

revealed that the results can also be attributed to selection bias: students who also attended 

earlier classes more often, were more likely to respond positively to the ask for commitment. 

Lastly, the nudge intervention backfired for students who did not make a commitment, 

reducing their attendance when compared to earlier courses. These findings indicate that 

nudging can be effective when implemented for this behavior, but also reveal that individual 

characteristics play a large role in the effectiveness of the nudge. 

 

Discussion of main findings 

 

Together, the studies in this dissertation create an exploration of the application and 

effectiveness of nudging to promote autonomous learning behaviors for students in tertiary 

education. Instead of focusing on promoting self-regulation to change subsequent behaviors, 

we focused on using nudging techniques from behavioral economics to directly influence 

behaviors (see also the visual in Figure 1). Based on the different studies, we can draw several 

tentative conclusions. 

 
Figure 1. Proposed effect of nudging interventions on autonomous learning behaviors 
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First, the different studies throughout the dissertation show that nudging can indeed be 

effective in an educational setting to change actual behavior, just as has been demonstrated 

earlier in different domains like health or finance. In this dissertation, we describe some 

nudges that are already used extensively by teachers (Chapter 3), and describe the 

implementation of new nudges, that teachers were not yet using, that were successful in 

improving autonomous learning behavior (Chapter 4 and 5) and even consecutive grades 

(Chapter 4). In that sense, we can conclude that nudges, in general, can provide a 

contribution to promoting autonomous learning behaviors in education. Furthermore, we 

find this across all levels of tertiary education (Chapter 5). Despite the differences between 

the educational levels of tertiary education, we found no difference in the effect of our 

nudges – indicating the usage of nudging as a universally applicable tool to promote 

autonomous leaning behavior. 

 

However, evaluated as a practical intervention, the general effectiveness of nudging is low, 

often leading to a small effect, no effect, or even a backfiring effect. Throughout this 

dissertation, we find that some nudges did not have the intended effect of improving the 

autonomous learning behavior (Chapter 4 and 6). And while other nudges lead to more 

autonomous learning behavior, the size of this effect remains small (Chapter 4 and 5). This 

general finding stresses two things: first, careful consideration and evaluation remains 

necessary for each implemented nudge for them to yield results. Second, the application of 

nudging should be considered an additional tool for improving autonomous learning 

behaviors, not a replacement of existing techniques. The ease and cost-effectiveness of 

nudging make them very suitable for this role. Throughout this dissertation, we established 

that nudges, even the most time-intensive planned nudges (as described in Chapter 3 and 

implemented in Chapter 4, 5, and 6), are not too time-intensive to be used in practice. Even 

with the extra constraints and time crunch that COVID-19 brought to the educational setting, 

teachers easily found the time to implement the nudges in their practice. 

 

Second, the spillover findings (i.e., the additional effects of the nudge outside of the directly 

targeted behavior, such as the nudge also improving students’ planning intentions and 

academic results, Chapter 4) indicate an effectiveness of nudging that goes beyond the 

nudged behavior itself. Whether this behavior spills over via self-regulation is not clear – 

many psychological mechanisms are suggested to be behind concordant behavioral spillover 

(i.e., an increase in nudged behavior leads to a congruent increase in unrelated behavior), 

such as the prevention of cognitive dissonance or the intention-behavior effect (Dolan & 

Galizzi, 2015). One possible explanation for these concordant spillovers is that learning these 

behaviors, through the scaffolding-like nudge (see Wood et al., 1976), also improved the 

students’ self-regulation in general, not just the derived autonomous learning behavior. This 

explanation would correspond with the well-established fact that actions are not only the 

outcome of mental processes but can also predict and influence them (e.g., Ariely & Norton, 
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2008; Frey & Rogers, 2014). However, in this dissertation, we did not investigate this 

possibility directly, so definite claims about the role of self-regulation in the relation between 

the nudge and indirect outcomes require further investigation.  

 

Third, we have complemented behavioral measures with self-report measures throughout 

the dissertation. A consistent pattern in the findings is the incongruence of the behavioral 

measures with the self-report measures of the students’ autonomous learning behavior 

(their asked questions, Chapter 5, their attendance, Chapter 6). We found a similar 

incongruence with the increase in self-reported planning behavior with no increase in 

deadlines met (Chapter 4). This incongruence stresses the importance of including both 

behavioral and self-report measures. As already discussed in Chapter 2, an overreliance on 

non-behavioral measures when implementing nudges leads to an incomplete picture. A likely 

explanation for this is the students’ consistent overestimation of their own autonomous 

learning behavior. This optimism bias, or the tendency to overestimate when assessing the 

self, is a stable finding in social psychology (Sharot, 2011) and is a common behavioral barrier 

itself. For researchers and practitioners alike, we reaffirm the importance of measures 

rooted in actual behavior, instead of using solely reports or results of this behavior (see also 

Ruggeri, 2019). 

 

Behavior, nudge, context, and learner 

 

In this dissertation, we have explored different nudges, on different behaviors, in different 

contexts, on different students, in an educational setting. Previous authors have outlined the 

importance of these factors when designing nudge interventions (e.g., Hansen, 2018; Michie 

et al., 2011). In this dissertation, we reaffirm the importance of behavior, nudge, context, 

and learner for the implemented nudge to be a success, illustrated in Figure 2. We discuss 

these aspects separately below. 

 

 
Figure 2. Critical aspects of implementing a nudge intervention in education 
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Behavior 

First, we see in the dissertation that the choice of the targeted behavior is crucial for a nudge 

to be effective, but that it can be difficult to choose a suitable behavior. Even after careful 

consideration of theory and practice, not all behaviors we chose to nudge were susceptible 

for the interventions. Specific examples are the ceiling effects found for deadline adherence 

(Chapter 4, in the reminder study) and attendance (Chapter 6, in the 1.8PSY and 2.8PED 

groups). As these students were not helped with nudging, it is likely that the students who 

did not demonstrate the targeted behaviors were not hampered by behavioral barriers, but 

lacked the capability or the willingness to perform the behavior. In a broader sense, we can 

pinpoint characteristics of behavior that make them more susceptible for nudging 

interventions. In this dissertation, we find that nudges for behavior that is in-class, and can 

as such be immediately nudged, are more successful in changing behavior. The likely cause 

is that there is no interference of a temporal factor – and all subsequent behavioral barriers, 

like forgetting or temporal discounting. Instead, the behavior can immediately be performed 

after being subjected to the nudge. Additionally, due to the immediate nature, teachers are 

able to observe their students and administer nudges students individually where they are 

needed, making them more effective (see Timely from the EAST framework; Behavioural 

Insights Team, 2014). We see this in this dissertation when we compare the effectiveness of 

the class-wide approach of a behavioral contract nudge (not effective, Chapter 6) with the 

same approach in earlier research when applied to individual students (DuPaul & Stoner, 

2014).  

 

In terms of the three phases of self-regulation as outlined by Zimmerman (2002) we found 

the largest effect – although still small-sized – when nudging behavior from the self-reflection 

phase (Chapter 4 and 5) and to a lesser extent the planning phase (Chapter 4 and 6). 

However, we did not explicitly investigate this and as such cannot draw definite conclusions. 

Given that most behavior in the performance phase is in-class, it might be that this behavior 

is susceptible for nudging for the reasons mentioned above, just not in the form (doing 

course work) we addressed – corresponding with the finding that in-class behavior is more 

successful. Lastly, in terms of the distinction between required and enriching autonomous 

learning behaviors as found in Chapter 2, nudges seem more effective for the enriching 

behaviors (asking questions, planning) than the required behaviors (doing course work, 

attendance). A possible reason here is that the required behaviors are often already 

reinforced with positive or negative reinforcement (most often school rules). This leaves less 

room for behavioral barriers to prevent the behavior than for the enriching behavior, which 

are usually not explicitly reinforced. 
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Nudge 

We also see that the choice of nudge is vital for success, as different nudges can target 

different behavioral barriers and have different effects based on their type. In Chapter 2, we 

outline theoretical distinctions between Type 1/Type 2 nudges and transparent and non-

transparent nudges when implementing nudges in education, and argue that Type 2 nudges 

are more effective when promoting long-term behavior, and Type 1 nudges are more 

effective in situations with high cognitive load, and that transparent nudges are preferred in 

educational settings. In Chapter 5, we investigated two different nudges for the same 

behavior in the same context. Only one was successful, as the two nudges targeted different 

behavioral barriers: the goal-setting nudge encouraged students to try and formulate a 

question where they had none, where the prompt nudge encouraged students who already 

had a question to overcome the hesitance to actually ask it. Determining the behavioral 

barriers preventing the students from performing the behavior is therefore crucial, as it 

allows choice architects to pick the nudge for the situation that targets the right barriers.  

 

Context 

Even when the target behavior and nudge are aligned, the context can make a difference. In 

Chapter 4 and 5, we described the same nudge, the goal-setting nudge, for the same 

behavior, asking questions. However, the nudge was only effective in one of the tested 

instances. We link this to the different context in which the nudge was implemented, namely 

the classroom setting being physical or online. In the physical context, the mechanism used 

by the nudge could be used successfully to promote asking questions. However, in the online 

context, it failed to work. We propose this is due to the nudge’s mechanism being linked to 

social connectedness with the teacher. As we have an additional, similar finding in an online 

setting - the lack of effectiveness of the commitment nudge on online attendance (Chapter 

6) - we speculate that nudges relying on social mechanisms for their effectiveness, work less 

well in online settings. Lastly, it should be noted that the contexts in which the experiment is 

carried out can vary enormously in field experiments, even when the content of the 

intervention is the same. This means that many other factors can potentially also influence 

the behavior the nudge seeks to change. Drawing too strong conclusions on the mechanism 

of a nudge based on field experiments is therefore not advised. The importance of context, 

and the derived importance of an intervention’s mechanism, aligns with the call from Grüne-

Yanoff (2016), and ours (Chapter 2), to focus on the mechanisms of behavioral interventions 

when researching possible behavioral interventions. 

 

Learner 

Lastly, the characteristics of the individual learner play an important role in the effectiveness 

of the nudge. We found repeatedly that nudges do not work equally for all learners. For the 

nudge increasing asked questions (Chapter 4 and 5), we found that the nudge was effective 

for students who were already asking many questions. For the commitment nudge (Chapter 
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6), we found that not all students responded similarly to the ask for commitment – with 

students who already attended class more also more often responded positively to the ask 

for commitment. We investigated possible characteristics, like extraversion and student 

engagement (Chapter 5), but found no concrete determinants of this difference in 

effectiveness. Nevertheless, discovering these characteristics is vital for improving the 

effectiveness of nudging, so they can be focused on learners where they are likely to be the 

most effective. 

 

Contributions & limitations 

 

A main contribution of this dissertation lies in the ecological validity of the design. All 

research was done in a practical setting, using field experiments with large samples of 

students in tertiary education to investigate the effectiveness of nudging on their actual 

behavior. Additionally, the collaborative design with teachers and management staff ensured 

an intervention that was firmly rooted in practice, aiming at relevant needs in a practically 

applicable manner. 

 

Secondly, a large part of previous research of nudging in education is not focused on actual 

behavior, but on educational outcomes like grades (for an overview, see Damgaard & 

Nielsen, 2018). As nudging as a technique specifically is used to influence behavior, rather 

than end results (see also Chapter 2), this creates a mismatch. In this dissertation, we have 

attempted to overcome this mismatch by investigating and measuring the nudged behavior 

directly (Chapter 4, 5, and 6). Additionally, we investigated individual characteristics of 

nudged students (Chapter 5 and 6) as a starting point for the research in nudging in education 

to consider the difference in effect for students with different characteristics. 

 

A third contribution of the dissertation is the exploration of the effectiveness of nudging 

across the different levels of tertiary education. The general absence throughout the 

dissertation (Chapter 3, 4, and 5) of a moderating effect from educational level points 

towards the generalizability of the effect of nudging in tertiary education, increasing its 

practical viability. 

 

Several limitations of this dissertation need to be discussed. First, a main question in nudging 

literature is the longevity of nudging interventions (Marchiori et al., 2017). The long-term 

effect of a nudging intervention is often unclear, uncertain, or not investigated. In this 

dissertation, the duration for which the nudges are implemented is limited to one semester 

(averaging about 8 weeks). Although one semester is not short by any means, the 

effectiveness of these nudges in the long-term are not investigated and remain unclear. It is 

possible that the direct effectiveness of the nudges falls off as their novelty wears off. In the 

same vein, we did not investigate the period after the removal of the nudge for the nudged 
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behavior. It is possible that the nudged behavior sinks back to the previous level. 

Alternatively, the scaffolding effect of the nudge can help in internalizing the nudged 

behavior over a longer period of time, making the nudge long-term effective.  

 

Second, it is possible we did not use the optimal nudge for the targeted behavior. We 

adhered to the guidelines in Chapter 2 and utilized the common EAST approach (Behavioural 

Insights Team, 2014) in our design, but these still leave room for the ultimately chosen 

approach. As previously discussed, different nudges target different behavioral barriers. It is 

therefore possible that we did not properly identify the relevant behavioral barrier keeping 

students from performing the behavior, or chose a nudge that was not suitable for this kind 

of behavioral barrier, despite our best efforts to practice co-creation with the teachers who 

implemented the nudges (Chapter 4 and 6). 

 

Third, the nudges focused on directly influencing autonomous learning behavior. As 

discussed earlier, it is a possibility that this “bottom-up” approach helped improve the 

process of self-regulated learning in students. We did not measure self-regulated learning 

directly in this research, as the focus of this dissertation was influencing the autonomous 

learning behaviors directly. Nevertheless, whether nudging autonomous learning behavior 

can by proxy increase self-regulated learning is an important theoretical and practical 

question for the implementation of nudging in educational practice.  

 

Implications 

 

The studies discussed in this dissertation hold several implications for both educational 

research and educational practice. Firstly, for researchers and practitioners alike, this 

dissertation shows that nudging is an applicable addition (but not substitute, as the effects 

are generally small – see below) to the teacher’s arsenal for tools to create behavioral 

change. The demonstrated ease and quickness of the nudges when integrating them in an 

educational context speak for them in this regard: the studies reveal nudging applied in 

education as a cheap, easy, and useful tool to promote desired autonomous learning 

behavior. Moreover, the effectiveness of nudges was generalizable over tertiary education, 

indicating their potency as a valuable addition to the educational field. Although no 

procedure leading to the specific best suited nudge exists yet, nudges can be designed using 

guidelines towards an optimally designed intervention (e.g., BASIC, Hansen, 2018; Behavioral 

Change Wheel, Michie et al., 2014). We add to these guidelines by describing the theoretical 

implications of Hansen and Jespersen’s (2013) distinction between Type 1 and Type 2 nudges 

and transparent and non-transparent nudges as a tool to evaluate potential nudge 

interventions in education. When designing a nudge for an educational context, nudge 

transparency should be preferred, and a choice should be made for Type 1 (if the context of 

the behavior is cognitively demanding) or Type 2 (if long-term behavior change is preferred).  
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Secondly, the effects of the found nudges are generally small (Chapter 4, 5 and 6). This is in 

line with earlier findings of nudging in education (for a review, see Damgaard & Nielsen, 

2018). A possible explanation can be found in the willingness and the capability of the 

students to display the nudged behavior. A nudging intervention attempts to circumvent 

behavioral barriers encountered when attempting to display the behavior. This means the 

nudge cannot be successful if students are unwilling to perform the behavior (see Dewies et 

al., 2021; Hansen & Jespersen, 2013), or are not capable of performing the behavior, as this 

precedes encountering behavioral barriers. When willingness or capability for the 

autonomous learning behavior is lacking, the problem is likely that the students’ self-

regulation skills are not sufficient yet. Nudging cannot be the solution to this problem. As 

discussed in the limitations section, nudging can only theoretically improve the self-

regulation process through successful behavior change. As such, nudging cannot affect the 

self-regulation process if the nudge is prevented from creating behavioral change by 

unwillingness or incapability of the behavior. For unwilling or incapable students, different 

interventions should be considered. These strategies can then later be complemented by 

nudge interventions, to help the now willing and capable students overcome the behavioral 

barriers towards the behavior. In education, we see a similar pattern in metacognition, a 

construct strongly related to self-regulation (Veenman et al., 2006). When a student does 

not display metacognition, this can be caused by the student having either an availability 

deficiency (not having the required skills) or a production deficiency (having the skills but 

being prevented from displaying these). Veenman et al. (2006) state that where students 

have an availability deficiency, students need to be helped with metacognitive instruction 

from scratch. For students who have a production deficiency, support can come in the form 

of cues for the relevant metacognitive activity. From this, we can draw a parallel to nudging 

autonomous learning behavior: students who do not have the skills, need support for their 

self-regulation (e.g., Ley & Young, 2001). However, for students who are being prevented 

from displaying autonomous learning behavior by behavioral barriers, cues for the relevant 

behavior – that is, nudges – can be beneficial.  

 

Thirdly, the findings in this dissertation stress the importance of the prerequisites for a 

successful nudging intervention: behavior, nudge, context, and learner need to be accounted 

for appropriately. To do so properly, the mechanisms behind nudging need to be considered, 

as they affect how successful the nudging intervention can be. This dissertation adds to 

existing theory about the factors determining a nudges’ success, which is a gap in the current 

nudging literature. We do so by providing avenues in all four of these areas, as described 

under “Recommendations for future research”. 

 

Next, a pattern found in this dissertation is the importance of personal characteristics for the 

effect of the nudge. This makes the dissertation a valuable addition to recent theoretical 

work aimed at determining “nudgeability” of persons by investigating personal 
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characteristics (de Ridder et al., 2022). Mainly, our contribution is the finding that for the 

successful nudges, students who were doing relatively well benefit more from the nudges 

(Chapter 4, 5, and 6). This finding is similar to the Matthew effect (Merton, 1968) described 

in other educational contexts. The Matthew effect means that an educational intervention 

helps better performing students more than it helps worse performing students, increasing 

the gap between the groups. It should be considered whether this Matthew effect is 

desirable for educational contexts, as applying nudges could then widen the gap between 

well-performing and struggling students further. The negative impact of this Matthew effect 

can be alleviated if the nudged behavior also benefits other students, like in the study in this 

dissertation where all students benefited in their grades from the few students who were 

nudged to ask more questions (Chapter 4, but not Chapter 5). Therefore, researchers should 

consider what personal factors make nudging effective, and how they should be designed to 

especially help the students who are already struggling. Practitioners in education should 

consider how nudging could broaden the gap between students and how to account for that 

in their teaching. 

 

Lastly, this dissertation is an exploration of nudging in education to promote autonomous 

learning behavior. As such, we feel the need to discuss the possible use of boosting (Hertwig 

& Grüne-Yanoff, 2017) in an educational context, as it is often discussed in literature as an 

alternative to or replacement for nudging (e.g., DellaValle & Sareen, 2020; Hertwig & Grüne-

Yanoff, 2021; Schneider et al., 2022). Like nudging, boosting is a technique to change 

behavior, but does so by interventions designed to promote agency, targeting competences. 

Because of this, boosting is often described as an alternative to nudging that is educationally 

relevant and more autonomy-preserving (but see Chapter 3; Wachner, 2022). Indeed, one 

could argue that boosts that target competence are more in the spirit of education than using 

heuristics to promote certain behavior and should therefore be preferred over nudges in an 

educational setting. However, based on the findings of this dissertation, we argue that boosts 

and nudges have different places in education. Nudges are quick and easy to implement, 

while the time-intensive nature of boosts makes them less suitable for practice - successful 

autonomy-increasing didactic interventions are rarely used because of their time-consuming 

nature (Dignath & Veenman, 2021). We do see a place for boosting based on our findings. 

We have previously discussed the importance of capability of the nudged behavior for the 

nudge to work. Boosting could be a well-suited technique to initially help students to become 

capable of the behavior. When this is done successfully, nudging could then be implemented 

to promote these behaviors. This concurs with the idea that “boosting should precede 

nudging” (Silva, 2022). In short, nudging and boosting can both have a different place in 

education, without one being preferred over the other. 
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Recommendations for future research 

 

Based on the previously discussed strengths and limitations of this dissertation, as well as its 

implications, we can make several recommendations for future research.  

 

First, the longevity of the nudge’s effect is crucial to investigate. An answer to how nudges 

in education can work long term is crucial to determine how they can be implemented 

successfully in education and to further define the role of nudging for a teacher. Is nudging 

a new support tool for situations in which currently used didactic interventions are not 

sufficient, or can nudging also be a transformative intervention, creating behavioral change 

in a sustainable way? The question of longevity consists of two components. On the one 

hand, does a nudge have diminishing returns when applied for a longer time? Future 

research could implement one of our successful nudges, like the prompt nudge, and see if 

the nudges’ effect fades away over time as its novelty wears off. This could be achieved by 

following student for a longer time, for example a school year. On the other hand, the 

question of persistence: does the nudge continue to have an effect after it has been 

removed? This question can be answered by implementing a nudge and keep following the 

persistence of the nudged behavior after the nudge’s removal. This question is closely related 

with finding out whether a successful nudge can also improve self-regulated learning 

indirectly. If nudges can promote self-regulated learning in a sustainable manner, this 

significantly changes their role for educators, as they can then be a tool to steer away from 

autonomy-hampering interventions such as external regulation. Future research can focus 

on implementing nudges in an educational setting, and testing the long-term effectiveness 

of the nudge on self-regulation. 

 

Second, this dissertation was only a first dive in implementing nudges to promote 

autonomous learning behavior. Future research can investigate the four previously named 

factors that determine the effectiveness of a nudging intervention: behavior, nudge, context, 

and learner. In each of these areas progress can be made.  

 

For behavior, it is important to discover what kind of behavior is most susceptible for nudges 

and what behavior is most crucial to change – with Chapter 3, we made a start in exploring 

this, and identify a difference in nudge susceptibility between in-class and out-of-class 

behavior. Additionally, we found a possible difference in nudge susceptibility between the 

three self-reflection phases as described by Zimmerman (2002). Future research could 

investigate nudging different behaviors from the three self-reflection phases to better 

evaluate the susceptibility of each phase. Additionally, with the surge in online education due 

to the COVID-19 pandemic, it would be interesting to investigate, in a similar manner to 

Chapter 2, the behaviors that need support in the online educational environment. 
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For nudge, finding out what sort of nudge works best for different educational settings is vital 

to create a framework for practitioners who look to design and implement nudges in their 

educational practice. In Chapter 2, we laid a basis for creating such a framework. The 

theorized differences in effectiveness of Type 1 and Type 2 nudges for different situations 

should be empirically investigated, e.g., by testing nudges of both types for effectiveness in 

a situation with high cognitive load. Additionally, we stress the importance of the chosen 

nudges’ mechanism. Given the difficulty of distilling these underlying mechanisms in field 

experiments, fundamental research on these mechanisms should be conducted. A start 

would be to investigate the mechanisms of the goal-setting nudge and the prompt nudge to 

find via which behavioral barriers these nudges work, so they can be properly implemented 

(i.e., in situations in which these mechanisms are likely to be relevant). When conducting this 

research, it remains important to include a mix of behavioral measures and outcome 

measures, and to avoid overreliance on self-report measures given the earlier indicated 

tendency of students towards self-overestimation. 

 

For context, the different demands of different context should be investigated to link them 

to a nudge’s effectiveness. An obvious start is the difference between off- and online learning 

identified in Chapter 4, 5 and 6. In online learning, self-regulation is even more vital for 

success (Wong, 2022) but the possibilities for nudging interventions become scarcer, as the 

environment that teachers have control over is reduced to an online platform instead of a 

physical classroom. This makes online education a field where successful interventions for 

autonomous learning behavior are sorely needed. A start would be to convert nudges that 

were successful in-classroom to an online setting (see Chapter 2 for a list of suggestions), and 

investigate their effectiveness, or investigate the difference in teacher perception by 

students between the on- and offline context. 

 

For learner, the studies throughout the dissertation show that nudges affect different 

students differently. To maximize the nudge’s effectiveness, reduce the presence of the 

Matthew effect, and to prevent nudges from backfiring, which learner characteristics are 

moderators of a nudge’s effectiveness should be determined. Although we did not find 

determining characteristics in our own studies, a first lead on these characteristics is that we 

find that our nudges worked better for students who are doing relatively well in school 

(students who are asking many questions, Chapter 4 and 5; who were already attending 

often, Chapter 6). Possible driving student characteristics here could be higher academic 

motivation (Ryan & Connell, 1989), or a stronger perceived connection with the teacher 

(Konishi et al., 2010). An alternative starting point is the diversity of students. These cultural 

differences can determine how a student reacts to certain behavioral interventions. For 

example, earlier research shows that persons from a more collectivistic culture are more 

susceptible to behavioral interventions that focus strongly on a social component (Li et al., 
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2020). Future research could include measures of these possibly relevant characteristics 

when implementing relevant nudges in an educational context. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The studies in this dissertation are a systematic investigation of using nudge theory to 

promote autonomous learning behavior in tertiary education. Our results show that nudging 

has potential to be a valuable addition – but not substitution – to the teacher’s arsenal to 

improve autonomous learning behaviors, as a quick and easy tool that can be used across 

educational levels in tertiary education. We identified guidelines to creating successful 

nudges in education and investigated the current practices and need for behavioral support, 

and followed this up with multiple experiments where we implemented nudges in real-life 

educational contexts. For some nudges, like the prompt nudge, the goal-setting nudge, and 

the video booth nudge, we find an increase in the targeted behavior, although the practical 

effect is often small. The mixed findings in the tested nudges’ effectiveness stress the 

importance of multiple outcome measures and the factors behavior, nudge, context, and 

learner when designing a successful nudge for education. The current dissertation shows a 

first understanding of nudging in education to promote autonomous learning behavior, and 

indicates promising directions for further research in this field. 
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Soms raakt Lauren gefrustreerd tijdens het lesgeven, omdat veel van haar studenten niet het 

gedrag laten zien wat ze graag zou willen zien in de les. Ze voelt zich soms eerder een 

politieagent dan een docent, als ze studenten moet vragen hun telefoon weg te doen, ze 

eraan moet herinneren om hun aandacht erbij te houden, haar studenten instrueert om het 

huiswerk op te schrijven of hun huiswerk moet controleren. Ze zou graag zien dat ze dit soort 

gedrag zelfstandig zouden vertonen, dat ze zelfstandig de controle over hun leergedrag 

zouden nemen. Haar studenten vinden het moeilijk om dit zelfstandig gedrag te laten zien, 

maar ze weet ook dat haar studenten dit autonome leergedrag later hard nodig hebben op 

de arbeidsmarkt. Maar hoe kan ze het best haar studenten ondersteunen om dit gedrag te 

laten zien? Door politieagent te spelen ondersteunt ze niet de zelfstandigheid van haar 

studenten. Tegelijkertijd geeft ze haar studenten te weinig steun als ze hen helemaal loslaat 

om ze het zelf te laten uitzoeken – deze studenten zitten nog in het leerproces. In het 

onderzoeksproject Nudging in het Onderwijs onderzoeken we het gebruik van nudging, een 

techniek uit de gedragseconomie, als ondersteunende docentstrategie om autonoom 

leergedrag bij studenten te bevorderen op het MBO. 

 

Nudging is een techniek uit de gedragseconomie die wordt ingezet om gedrag te veranderen 

door het gebruiken van menselijke biases, vuistregels en vooroordelen om de 

keuzeomgeving te veranderen zodat het gewenste gedrag waarschijnlijker wordt vertoond. 

Een bekend voorbeeld is het veranderen van de donorregistratie van “opt-in” (automatisch 

géén donor) naar “opt-out” (automatisch wél donor). Nudges zijn daarmee kleine “duwtjes” 

in de goede richting die de keuzevrijheid niet beperken. Nudging is al veel toegepast in 

sectoren als beleid en gezondheid, maar is nog niet veel toegepast in het onderwijs. Dit 

terwijl nudging mogelijk – doordat de keuzevrijheid niet beperkt wordt – geschikt is om wel 

te kunnen interveniëren als docent zonder de autonomie in het gedrang te brengen. 

 

Om de implementaties van nudging om autonoom leergedrag te bevorderen bij MBO-

studenten te onderzoeken, is het onderzoeksproject Nudging in het Onderwijs opgezet. 

Centraal in dit onderzoeksproject staat de samenwerking tussen de wetenschappelijke 

partners Erasmus Universiteit Rotterdam (EUR), Breda University of Applied Sciences (BUAS), 

Expertisecentrum Beroepsonderwijs (ECBO), en de Technische Universiteit Eindhoven (TUE) 

en de praktijkpartners Da Vinci College, De Rooi Pannen, en Hogeschool Rotterdam. Dit 

onderzoeksproject is gefinancierd door de NRO. 

 

De onderzoeksvraag die centraal staat bij dit project is de volgende: Hoe kunnen nudges als 

docentstrategie het autonoom leergedrag van studenten bevorderen? 

 

Dit onderzoek bestond uit een literatuuronderzoek naar richtlijnen voor de implementatie 

van nudges in een onderwijssetting, interviews met docenten en studenten gecombineerd 

met lesobservaties, gevolgd door meerdere praktijkstudies waar we verschillende nudges 
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implementeerden in de onderwijspraktijk van de deelnemende docenten. In deze 

samenvatting presenteren we de belangrijkste bevindingen. 

 

Ten eerste zijn nudges een waardevolle aanvulling voor het arsenaal van docenten om 

autonoom gedrag kunnen bevorderen. In offline lessen, hielp het stellen van een doel aan 

de studenten aan het begin van de les hen om meer vragen te stellen tijdens de les. Dit leidde 

ook tot hogere cijfers aan het eind van het vak. Voor de prompt-nudge vonden we ook een 

positief resultaat: in de online lesomgeving plaatste de docent de tekst “Vraag? Stel hem live 

of in de chat!” op zijn virtuele achtergrond. Dit leidde ook tot meer vragen, maar niet tot 

hogere cijfers. We hebben in dit onderzoek dus concreet laten zien dat we met kleine 

aanpassingen relevante gedragsverandering en verbeterde leeruitkomsten konden bereiken. 

Een belangrijke kanttekening is dat nudges een aanvulling zijn, maar geen vervanging – de 

effecten die we hebben gevonden zijn in de regel niet sterk genoeg om te kunnen dienen als 

vervanging van al bekende opties. Nudges zijn bij uitstek geschikt als aanvulling door hun 

snelle en kostenefficiënte werking. 

 

Ten tweede heeft nudging een belangrijke randvoorwaarde. Studenten moeten zowel het 

gedrag willen vertonen, als in staat zijn om het te vertonen - maar gedragshindernissen 

weerhouden hen ervan. In deze situaties kan een nudge helpen om het autonome leergedrag 

te ondersteunen. Als een student het gedrag niet wil of kan vertonen, kan een nudge hier 

ook niet bij helpen, en zijn andere interventies nodig. 

 

Ten derde benadrukt dit onderzoeksproject het belang van vier factoren in het succesvol 

ontwerpen van nudges voor de onderwijspraktijk: gedrag, nudge, context, en student. 

Voor gedrag geldt dat het juiste gedrag gekozen moet worden voor de interventie. Dit begint 

bij een inventarisatie van welk gedrag nu daadwerkelijk problematisch is. Daarnaast lijkt in 

de regel gedrag wat in de klas plaatsvindt gemakkelijker te nudgen. Hier zijn geen storende 

factoren “over tijd” omdat het gedrag meteen vertoond kan worden. Bijkomend voordeel is 

dat deze nudges ook gemakkelijk door de docent op individueel niveau kunnen worden 

toegepast – iets wat extra belangrijk is gegeven het eerder besproken belang van individuele 

eigenschappen. Tenslotte lijken nudges geschikter voor verrijkend gedrag van studenten, 

meer dan voor gedrag wat al verwacht wordt door docenten. 

 

Voor de factor nudge geldt dat niet alle nudges eenzelfde effect hebben wat betreft 

belangrijke randvoorwaarden in onderwijs. Let goed op of je nudge niet te belastend is voor 

de sitautie – bijvoorbeeld tijdens uitleg en toetsen – en kijk of je een nudge kan vinden die 

ook op de lange termijn effect kan hebben. Daarnaast is er altijd de voorkeur voor 

transparantie: deze nudges zijn niet minder effectief maar wel meer ethisch. Ook is het 

bepalen van de gedragsdeterminanten cruciaal: een nudge die zich niet richt op de 

gedragshindernis die het gewenste gedrag verhindert, heeft geen succes. 
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Voor context geldt dat in de praktijk de context waarin een nudge kan worden toegepast 

enorm kan verschillen, zelfs als deze gericht is op hetzelfde gedrag met dezelfde nudge. Dit 

kan doorwerken op de effectiviteit van de nudge. Zo is een hoofdbevinding van ons 

onderzoeksproject dat de goal-setting nudge effect had op het aantal gestelde vragen in een 

offline context, maar niet in een online context. We verklaren dit verschil doordat het 

mechanisme van de nudge in sommige contexten wel functioneert, maar in andere niet. In 

dit specifieke geval vermoeden we dat de oorzaak ligt bij de sociale component van de nudge, 

die online minder merkbaar is: online is de connectie tussen student en docent minder sterk. 

Deze bevinding dient als voorbeeld dat succesvolle nudges niet één-op-één te kopiëren zijn 

en in een nieuwe context te plaatsen. 

 

Tenslotte moeten de individuele aspecten van de student overwogen worden bij de 

implementatie van een nudge. De nudges die wij onderzocht hebben, hadden voornamelijk 

effect op de studenten die het al relatief goed deden, maar dat is niet altijd wenselijk. Dat 

individuele verschillen van belang zijn bij het inzetten van nudges, kan ook verklaren waarom 

nudges die zich richten op gedrag wat in de klas plaatsvindt succesvoller zijn: de docent kan 

deze nudge individueel richten op studenten die het gedrag (nog) niet vertonen. 

 

Conclusie 

 

De verzameling van studies in het proefschrift zijn een onderzoek naar het gebruik van 

nudges om autonoom leergedrag te bevorderen in het MBO. Onze resultaten laten zien dat 

nudging een waardevolle toevoeging - maar niet vervanging - kan zijn aan het bestaande 

arsenaal van docenten aan didactische tools die ze tot hun beschikking hebben om 

autonoom leergedrag te bevorderen. We beschreven richtlijnen om nudges in het onderwijs 

succesvol in te brengen, en onderzochten de huidige stand van zaken in het onderwijs en 

welk gedrag het meest ondersteuning nodig had. Gebaseerd op de uitslagen van deze 

onderzoeken zijn meerdere veldexperimenten uitgevoerd in de MBO-onderwijspraktijk waar 

deelnemende docenten nudges implementeerden in hun lessen. Sommige nudges waren 

succesvol in het bevorderen van het doelgedrag, hoewel het praktische resultaat vaak klein 

is. De wisselende resultaten benadrukken het belang van de factoren gedrag, nudge, context 

en student bij het ontwerpen van een succesvolle nudge in onderwijs. Het onderzoeksproject 

geeft een opening in de mogelijkheden van nudging in het onderwijs om autonoom 

leergedrag te bevorderen, en geeft belangrijke implicaties voor de praktijk op dit gebied. 
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